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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1.1 This desk-based assessment considers the potential presence and significance of 
archaeological remains within the Order limits of the Richborough Connection 
project, comprising the overhead line and other associated development. This study 
is intended to provide a clear and detailed description of the existing baseline 
conditions which will form the basis for an assessment of effects. 

1.1.2 The intention of this report is to collate the various information sources and to 
understand the specific archaeological potential of the land within the Order limits. 
As this area encompasses a variety of different historic landscape and archaeological 
contexts, it is also important to understand differences across them.  

1.1.3 Source material referenced in this report includes: 

 material held in the Kent County Historic Environment Record (HER); 

 material held in the Archives Monuments Information England (AMIE), formerly 
the NMR; 

 Historic England (formerly English Heritage) spatial datasets of designated 
heritage assets (the National Heritage List); 

 LiDAR survey of the route corridor;  

 information from trial pits excavated as part of a geotechnical ground 
investigation (GI) of the OHL route undertaken by Mott Macdonald on behalf of 
National Grid; 

 archival and cartographic material held at Kent History Centre; and 

 published secondary historical and archaeological information. 
1.1.4 Substantial work has been carried out on the wider archaeological background, 

historic landscape and historic seascape character of the area, and reference has 
been made to the Kent Historic Landscape Characterisation (KCC 2001) 

1.1.5 Reference has been made to the published Greater Thames Research Strategy, 
published by Essex County Council1, the South-East Research Framework 
preliminary papers2 and the Dover District Heritage Strategy published by Dover 
District Council.3 The resource assessments of these documents have provided 
useful context for site-specific issues, and the Research Agendas have been used 
as a starting point for considering the informative potential of archaeological remains.  
Subsequent work may allow the stated research agenda to be refined and new 
avenues of research proposed. In addition, the present state of knowledge of the 
archaeological potential of the Site is such that it is more appropriate to consider 
research and informative potential in very broad terms, with more fully developed 

                                                           
1 Essex County Council 2010 The Greater Thames Estuary Historic Environment Research Framework 2010: Update and 
Revision of the Archaeological Research Framework for the Greater Thames Estuary 
2 Kent County Council 2008 South-East Research Framework – assorted papers published at 
https://shareweb.kent.gov.uk/Documents/Forms/AllItems.aspx?RootFolder=%2FDocuments%2Fleisure%2Dand%2Dculture
%2Fheritage&View=%7B6EB7BB32%2D2C36%2D479C%2D809B%2DA79B1E270406%7D& 
3 Dover District Council 2013 Dover District Heritage Strategy 
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research aims forming an element of any mitigation design. The Richborough 
Environs Project has also been used to inform the consideration of the potential 
presence and significance of archaeological features associated with the Roman 
Fort4. 

  

                                                           
4 https://www.english-heritage.org.uk/professional/research/landscapes-and-areas/aerial-survey/investigations/richborough-
environs/ 
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2. METHODOLOGY 

2.1.1 For the purposes of this report, and to achieve a more finely-grained understanding 
of the archaeological potential of the site across a variety of historic landscape 
contexts, the Site has been divided into parcels.  These parcels are based on historic 
landscape character areas as identified by the Kent Historic Landscape 
Characterisation. 

2.1.2 This desk-based assessment was initially produced to consider the site boundary as 
defined at EIA scoping stage. Subsequent to the issue of the scoping report, the site 
boundary was altered and a number of the identified parcels are no longer located 
within the proposed site boundary. It has been noted in the text where parcels have 
been excluded from the site boundary. 

2.1.3 A search of the Kent HER and Historic England Spatial Datasets of designated and 
non-designated heritage assets was undertaken for all designated and previously 
recorded assets within a study area of 1km radius from the proposed Order limits 
(see Figures 1 and 2 within Annex 8A.3 of this document).  A plot of the LiDAR 
data and transcription are presented as Figure 3 within Annex 8A.3 of this 
document. A review of available cartographic sources (historic mapping), previous 
archaeological investigations and aerial photographs was also undertaken. 

2.1.4 Professional judgement has been used to assign a level of potential for the site to 
contain below ground archaeological remains as described according to the system 
described below. 

 High - Archaeological features and finds of this period can be demonstrated to 
be represented on the site. 

 Medium - Archaeological features and finds of this period or are likely to be 
present. 

 Low – There is no specific evidence for archaeological features within the site, 
but absence of such features has not been established. 

 Negligible – Absence of archaeological features can be demonstrated (either 
through prior disturbance or through previous investigation). 

2.1.5 Where the potential for the presence of heritage assets is rated as low, medium or 
high, an assessment of the heritage significance of these assets has been 
undertaken. This assessment takes into account the potential heritage interests of 
the assets in addition to their likely preservation and distribution. Significance is rated 
on the scale below. This assessment of significance is based on professional 
judgement as informed by guidance contained within the National Planning Policy 
Framework (NPPF) and associated planning practice guidance, English Heritage 
(2010) PPS 5 Practice Guide and English Heritage (2008) Conservation Principles. 

 High – Asset has significance for an outstanding level of archaeological, 
architectural, historic and/or artistic interest. 

 Medium – Asset has significance for a high level of archaeological, architectural, 
historic and/or artistic interest. 

 Low – Asset has significance for elements of archaeological, architectural, 
historic or artistic interest. 
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2.1.6 It has been noted where a general potential for the presence of archaeological 
features is identified, but there is insufficient information available to make an 
informed judgement on the likely significance of any features which may be present. 

2.1.7 The valuation of heritage assets has been undertaken with regard to the published 
Dover District Heritage Strategy5, the Greater Thames Research Framework6  and 
the various draft notes published by the South-East Research Framework7. 

2.1.8 A detailed assessment of whether individual hedgerows should be considered 
important for Hedgerow Regulations has not been undertaken.  This is because it is 
clear that a high proportion of the hedgerows present within the Order limits would 
be considered important as the majority of these hedgerows are shown on the tithe 
mapping which pre-dates the 1845 Enclosure Acts and, in the case of much of the 
marshland, also comprise features recorded on the Historic Environment Record. For 
the purposes of understanding the significance of historic landscape character, the 
completeness and legibility of any past field systems is more important in 
distinguishing between historic landscapes of low and medium significance, and this 
has been considered with reference to the development of the historic landscape as 
evidenced through cartographic sources and to the Kent Historic Landscape 
Characterisation. General comments on potentially important hedgerows within the 
Order limits are presented in the discussion of the relevant parcels. 

2.1.9 The results of this exercise are presented at Section 4.  
2.1.10 A geotechnical ground investigation (GI) was undertaken along the route of the OHL 

from Monday 19th to Friday 30th October 2015 by Mott Macdonald. The purpose of 
the GI was to collect information from trial pits, boreholes and DCP8 at proposed 
tower locations and access routes. Due to access, weather, and ecological 
constraints only five of the proposed test pit locations were excavated during this 
phase of works. A further four inspection pits to for dynamic core penetration testing 
and two boreholes were carried out. Logs for these interventions have been received 
and are discussed in the relevant sections of this desk-based assessment. 

2.1.11 An Amec Foster Wheeler archaeologist was present to conduct an archaeological 
watching brief during the excavation of those trial pits in areas with a Medium to High 
potential for below ground archaeological remains. For other areas trial pit soil 
descriptions and photographs were provided by the GI contractor/engineer. 

2.1.12 Subsequent to the submission of the PEIR, further walkover surveys requested by 
KCC Historic Environment Team were completed in May 2015. These walkovers 
primarily focused on investigating anomalies identified from LiDAR imagery, 
checking for the presence of archaeological remains surviving as earthworks and 
providing more information on general ground conditions. 

  

                                                           
5 Dover District Council 2013 Dover District Heritage Strategy 
6 Essex County Council 2010 The Greater Thames Estuary Historic Environment Research Framework 2010: Update and 
Revision of the Archaeological Research Framework for the Greater Thames Estuary 
7 Kent County Council 2008 South-East Research Framework – assorted papers published at 
https://shareweb.kent.gov.uk/Documents/Forms/AllItems.aspx?RootFolder=%2FDocuments%2Fleisure%2Dand%2Dculture
%2Fheritage&View=%7B6EB7BB32%2D2C36%2D479C%2D809B%2DA79B1E270406%7D& 
8 Dynamic Cone Penetrometry – intended to test the bearing capacity of soils. Affects a relatively small area (Typically 10cm  
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3. RESULTS OVERVIEW 

3.1.1 Within the Order limits, a total of 63 parcels were identified. Seven of these have 
subsequently been excluded following changes to the Order limits, leaving a total of 
56 parcels which are considered in this report.  

3.1.2 Of the remaining parcels, 27 were identified as having a High potential for the 
presence of archaeological remains, 11 were identified as of Medium potential, 13 
as of Low potential and five as of negligible potential.  

3.1.3 Of the 38 parcels rated as of High or Medium potential, the likely significance of 
heritage assets thought to be present was rated as Low in eight cases, Low to 
Medium in 15 cases, Medium in four cases, High to Medium in two cases and High 
in nine cases.  

3.1.4 In some cases, the parcels rated as Low potential reflect evidence of a degree of 
prior disturbance which is likely to have harmed any archaeological remains. In other 
cases, the absence of any evidence to suggest an elevated potential for the presence 
of archaeological features. The absence of existing records of any archaeological 
features in these areas is suggestive of a genuine absence of archaeological 
material, but it is also possible that this absence reflects the lack of any prior 
investigation of these parcels and it is not possible to rule out the presence of 
archaeological remains at this stage. Consequently, the likely significance of any 
remains in these parcels is rated as Unknown.  

3.1.5 In general, the areas of highest potential for the survival of archaeological remains 
can be summarised as: 

 Deposits of palaeoenvironmental or geoarchaeological interest located within 
land reclaimed from the Wantsum Channel, the Sarre Penn Valley and 
associated estuarine marshes. These are likely to be of low significance where 
only silt deposits are identified, rising to medium where extensive or deep peat 
deposits preserving significant palaeoenvironmental material are present. 

 Second World War (WWII) military features, particularly around Sarre, on the 
outskirts of Canterbury and in the vicinity of Richborough Port. These are likely 
to be of low to medium significance for historic and archaeological interest. 

 Features associated with the Saxon Shore Fort and Amphitheatre at 
Richborough. These features are likely to be of medium or high significance for 
archaeological and historic interest depending on preservation, nature and 
extent. 

 Features associated with post-medieval agricultural settlement and activity, 
particularly in the Chislet Marshes and Ash Level. These features are likely to be 
of low significance for archaeological interest. 

 Features associated with Roman occupation of the mainland, particularly along 
the network of Roman Roads in the area, specifically Hoath Road and Island 
Road. These features are likely to be of low to medium significance for 
archaeological interest. 

 Features associated with prehistoric occupation of the area within the site 
boundary. Potential features are located at various points, most notably south of 
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Chislet and around Shalloak Quarry. These features are likely to be of medium 
to high significance for archaeological interest. 

 Features associated with Early Medieval settlement, primarily near Vale Farm 
and south of Sarre. These features are likely to be of medium to high significance 
for archaeological interest.  

 Features associated with Early Medieval and Medieval exploitation and 
reclamation of the saltmarsh in the mouth of the Sarre Penn Valley and through 
the marshes south and east of Sarre. These features are likely to be of low to 
medium significance for archaeological interest. 

 Undated features evidenced by cropmarks, principally to the west of Broadoak. 
It is difficult to make an assessment of the potential significance of these features 
without further investigation, but it is likely that these features are of low to 
medium significance for archaeological interest. 

 Previously unrecorded archaeological features. The presence of features may 
be suggested by location of surface finds of archaeological material, although 
these records could also reflect chance loss and do not presuppose the 
presence of related archaeological features. While it is difficult to predict the 
extent and significance of these deposits, comparison with the remains observed 
elsewhere in the site boundary suggests that any such remains are likely to be 
relatively widely distributed and to be of low or medium significance for 
archaeological value. 
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Table 8A.3.1  Summary of results 

Parcel Archaeological Interest Potential Significance 

1 Not within DCO Order limits   

2 Not within DCO Order limits   

3 Not within DCO Order limits   

4 Not within DCO Order limits   

5 Roman road, possible Roman invasion camp, Medieval settlement, machine gun 
emplacement, undated features at Kings End Cottage, chance finds (prehistoric, Iron 
Age). 
Area within site boundary is limited to access along Whitehouse Drove  

High High 

6 Not within DCO Order limits   

7 Possible prehistoric occupation, projected line of Roman road, listed buildings. 
Area within site boundary is limited to access along Whitehouse Drove  

High High  

8 Medieval water management features, evidence of agricultural practices, post-Medieval 
sheep grazing, possible post-medieval oval enclosure, modern military features (stores 
depot, defences and drainage work, bomb damage), Deal Branch Railway).  

Medium Low to medium 

9 Post-medieval sheep pen, 20th century military features (camps, sidings, salvage dump), 
Deal Branch Railway 

Medium Low 

10 Modern 20th century features (Richborough Port, sidings, camp and East Kent light 
railway) 

High Low 

11 Richborough power station, port, sidings, WWI defensive features. Potential for deposits 
of palaeoenvironmental and geoarchaeological interest.   

High Low 
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Parcel Archaeological Interest Potential Significance 

12a and b Richborough port and sidings, Medieval Abbot’s Wall, Medieval/post-medieval 
enclosures, hay stack stances. Potential for Romano-British funerary activity. Potential 
for palaeoenvironmental interest 

High Low to medium  

13 Early Medieval to Medieval salt workings, possible Medieval settlement of Sarre, post-
medieval agricultural activity, Modern Ashford and Margate Railway, WWII military 
defensive features, chance find of a post-medieval coin. 

High Medium to High 
 

14 Possible medieval settlement of Sarre, Post-medieval heritage assets (disused chalk pit, 
railway).  

High Low to Medium 

15 No recorded assets within parcel, potential for geoarchaeological deposit. High Low 

16 Listed buildings, chance finds (Iron Age, Roman, Early Medieval), former Medieval 
trackway,  

High Low to medium  

17 Possible Medieval settlement, Medieval road, Medieval causeway, WWII road block. 
Geoarchaeological potential. 

High Low to medium  

18 WWII pill box and road block. High Low to medium 

19 Not within DCO Order limits   

20 Post-medieval outfarm, Medieval saltmounds, geoarchaeological interest High Low to medium  

21 Medieval to post-medieval salt-working mounds, undated cropmarks of an oval feature, 
cropmarks of WWII trenches, Sarre Wall, Peat recorded as present. 

High Medium  

22 Listed building, Medieval saltmounds and associated drainage nearby. High High  

23 Chance find (Early Medieval). Medium Low to medium 

24 Post-medieval farmstead. Medium Low 
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Parcel Archaeological Interest Potential Significance 

25 Prehistoric or Roman enclosure, two ring ditches, four ditches possibly relating to the 
Late Bronze Age to Early Iron Age , A post-medieval sandpit, Post-medieval gravel pit,  
cropmarks relating to a WWI trench. Geoarchaeological potential 

High Medium 

26 Possible Bronze Age barrows. Medium Medium 

27 Post-medieval farmstead. High Low 

28 Cropmarks relating to possible trackways and enclosures, a Roman trackway and 
rectilinear enclosure, Roman road, chance finds (Bronze Age, Roman to Early Medieval, 
Post-medieval).  

High Low to medium 

29 Roman Road, WWII reinforced concrete pill box. High Low to medium  

30 Chislet Colliery, borders a Roman road. Low Unknown  

31 Post-Medieval listed building and barn, chance find (Bronze Age hoard). High High  
 

32 No recorded assets within parcel. Low Unknown 

33 No recorded assets within parcel. Low Unknown 

34 No recorded assets within parcel. Low Unknown 

35 Cropmarks (unknown date), Roman road, chance finds (Roman and Medieval). High Low 

36 No recorded assets within parcel. Negligible Negligible 

37 Roman road. High Low to medium 

38 No recorded assets within parcel. Medium Low 

39 Field systems. Medium Low to medium 

40 No recorded assets within parcel. Medium Low to Medium 
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Parcel Archaeological Interest Potential Significance 

41 Early medieval occupation site. Medium Medium to high 

42 No recorded assets within parcel. Low Unknown 

43 Roman British stone coffin, chance finds (Prehistoric and Medieval). Medium Medium to high 

44 Not within DCO Order limits   

45 No recorded assets within parcel. Low Unknown 

46 Listed buildings within village. High High  

47 Chance find (Roman). Low Unknown 

48 Chance find (Bronze Age founders hoard). Medium Low to medium 

49 Listed and locally important buildings within village. High High 

50 Listed buildings. High High 

51 No recorded assets within parcel. Low Unknown 

52 No recorded assets within parcel. Low Unknown 

53 No recorded assets within parcel. Low Unknown 

54 Late Bronze Age/Early Iron Age activity, Roman pits and post holes, Roman pits and 
post holes, WWII Roadblock, chance finds (Prehistoric, Early Medieval). 

Medium Low to medium 

55 No recorded assets within parcel. Low Unknown 

56 No recorded assets within parcel. Low Unknown 

57 WWI bomber crash site, chance finds (Palaeolithic), River Stour Navigation. Negligible Negligible 

58 No recorded assets within parcel. Low Unknown 
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Parcel Archaeological Interest Potential Significance 

59 No recorded assets within parcel. Negligible Negligible 

60 No recorded assets within parcel. Negligible Negligible 

61 No recorded assets within parcel. Negligible Negligible 

62 Listed building, WWII fortification, chance finds (late 17th-century). High High  

63 Conservation area, Grade II listed buildings, historic farmstead High High 
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4. RESULTS 

4.1 Parcel 1 

4.1.1 This parcel is not within the DCO Order limits. 

4.2 Parcel 2 

4.2.1 This parcel is not within the DCO Order limits. 

4.3 Parcel 3 

4.3.1 This parcel is not within the DCO Order limits. 

4.4 Parcel 4 

4.4.1 This parcel is not within the DCO Order limits. 

4.5 Parcel 5 

4.5.1 This parcel has been assessed as being of high archaeological potential. 
4.5.2 The characteristic historic landscape type is small regular fields with straight 

boundaries suggestive of parliamentary type enclosures (KCC 2001). This parcel 
includes part of a scheduled monument the parcel, forming the environs of the fort at 
Richborough. This area was formerly an island within the tidal estuary. Watling 
Street, the Roman road connecting Richborough to Canterbury (MKE44573), 
crosses the parcel. The presumed site of the Roman invasion camp is also located 
within the parcel (MKE77051). Most of this parcel is presently under arable 
cultivation. While any archaeological features will have been disturbed to a degree 
by ploughing, important deposits and features of archaeological interest are likely to 
survive. 

4.5.3 The parcel is within PCA7 of the Stour Palaeolithic Project characterised by 
brickearth (likely late Devensian) on slope to high/drier ground to south of Ash Levels. 
The potential for Palaeolithic remains was assessed as moderate, based on low 
potential for survival and high importance. 

4.5.4 Heritage assets previously recorded within the parcel comprise a group of undated 
features at King’s End Cottage (MKE21087, MKE80304, and MWX43480), medieval 
settlement (MKE8092, MKE80305) near Richborough Farm and probable machine 
gun emplacement (MKE8095) at Richborough Hill. The KCC HER records a large 
quantity of chance finds of Roman coins across the parcel. Prehistoric artefacts are 
also recorded at Kings End Farm (MKE80383) and Iron Age coins in the vicinity of 
Richborough Castle (MKE66095, MKE63825). Medieval and post-medieval chance 
finds are also indicative of past activity within the parcel. 

4.5.5 The Richborough Environs Project by English Heritage (2002) examined aerial 
photographic sources and identified extensive archaeological features relating to the 
settlement within the parcel. Geophysical Survey was carried out to the west of 
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Richborough Castle as part of the Kent-Thanet Supply Scheme (GSB Prospection 
2007). The LiDAR survey does not cover this area.  

4.5.6 Historic mapping shows little significant change within the development area since 
the mid-19th century. The lane named Whitehouse Drove is suggestive of the use of 
the marshland to the north as historic grazing marshes.  

4.5.7 It is possible that features relating to prehistoric to post-medieval activity may be 
present within this parcel. These features are likely to be of variable significance 
depending on their nature and preservation; evidence for Romano British activity 
which would be of high significance with later agricultural and military activity being 
less significant.  

4.6 Parcel 6 

4.6.1 This parcel is not within the DCO Order limits.  

4.7 Parcel 7 

4.7.1 This parcel has been assessed as being of high archaeological potential. 
4.7.2 The grade II listed buildings: Richborough Farm (1045842), Castle Farm (1045868), 

King’s End Farmhouse (1070222) and non-designated residential buildings of Castle 
Cottages and King’s End Cottage are within this area. This area is described as 
scattered settlements with paddocks (KCC 2001).  

4.7.3 The parcel is within PCA7 of the Stour Palaeolithic Project characterised by 
brickearth (likely late Devensian) on slope to high/drier ground to south of Ash Levels. 
The potential for Palaeolithic remains was assessed as moderate, based on low 
potential for survival and high importance. 

4.7.4 Recorded features within this parcel include possible prehistoric occupation 
(MKE40307). Other records relate to the listed buildings, such as Richborough Farm 
(MKE25688) which has medieval origins.  The projected line of the Richborough to 
Canterbury Roman road crosses the area (MKE44573). 

4.7.5 Archaeological investigation has been carried out within the area. A watching brief at 
Castle Farm in 1997 (EKE8411) identified no archaeological features, though trial 
trenching in 2008 observed a possible prehistoric gully (EKE9952). In the wider area 
an evaluation in 2007 on the route of a pipeline identified undated features including 
pits, ditches and gullies (MKE80304) and medieval features (MKE80305).  

4.7.6 Historic mapping shows little significant change within the parcel. The 1843 Ash-
next-Wingham tithe map and the 1st edition OS show Richborough Farm, Kings Head 
Farm and Richborough Castle Farm. Castle Cottages had been built by the 
publication of the 1938-1947 edition of the OS 6-inch to 1-mile mapping.  

4.7.7 Features relating to prehistoric to post-medieval activity are likely present within this 
parcel, though the construction of buildings, modern roads and agricultural practices 
will likely have reduced their potential. Should features be present these features are 
likely to be of low-medium significance. The listed buildings within this parcel are of 
high significance. 
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4.8 Parcel 8 

4.8.1 This parcel has been assessed as being of medium archaeological potential. 
4.8.2 This parcel comprises a large area of Ash Level reclaimed marshland and its historic 

landscape character type is small rectilinear enclosures (KCC 2001). This land was 
formerly within the Wantsum Channel, suggesting that deposits of geoarchaeological 
and palaeoenvironmental interest may be present. 

4.8.3 The parcel is within PCA4 of the Stour Palaeolithic Project characterised by flat 
alluvial plains (Holocene) with areas of marsh and drier reclaimed land, sometimes 
under agricultural regimes. The potential for Palaeolithic remains was assessed as 
moderate, based on low potential for survival and high importance. 

4.8.4 Heritage assets within this parcel includes medieval water management features 
(MWX43344, MWX43333, MWX43343), evidence of agricultural practices, 
particularly Medieval to post-medieval hay stack stances (MWX43356, MWX43357, 
MWX43359, MWX43360, MWX43362, MWX43381, MWX43385, MWX43386, 
MWX43376, MWX43384, MWX43333), evidence for post-medieval sheep grazing 
(MKE86925, MKE86926) and outfarms (MKE86960). The Richborough Environs 
Project by English Heritage (2002) identified a number of archaeological features 
including a possible post-medieval oval enclosure.  Modern military features are 
prominent in the northern part of the parcel where the alignment crosses the area. A 
stores depot (MKE42007) built as part of Richborough Port (MWX43487) was 
situated within the area and formed part of the major WWI port serving Allied troops 
on the Western Front. During WWII extensive defensive and drainage enhancement 
work was carried out within this area (MWX43481, MWX43337). Evidence for bomb 
damage is also present (MWX43285, MWX43374). The Deal Branch Railway also 
crosses the area (MKE56550). 

4.8.5 Geotechnical test pits and boreholes dug within the parcel as part of the Kent Thanet 
Pipeline between 2006 and 2007 provide information on geoarchaeological 
conditions.  

4.8.6 Historic mapping shows relatively little change to the parcel since the 1843 Ash-next-
Wingham tithe map, other than the construction of the Deal Railway branch and the 
removal of some field boundaries.  Many of the field boundaries were enhanced 
during WWII (MWX43337) as defensive structures designed to impede the landing 
of aircraft and progress of enemy troops.  

4.8.7 Hedgerows around the crossing of the railway by the existing PX and PY routes 
follow boundaries shown on tithe mapping or form part of the railway line, which is 
identified on the KCC HER. The hedgerows are referred to in the ecological 
Hedgerow Survey Report (Volume 5, Document 5.4.9J, Appendix 9J) as 
hedgerows 110 and 112 and 111 and 113 respectively. 

4.8.8 Interpretation of the LiDAR data identified 36 potential heritage assets and/or 
landscape features. The Abbot’s Wall is clearly identifiable (L104) as are other 
elements of sea wall (L6 and L21). The potential assets include hollow or ponds (L1-
5, L8, L9, L11, L12, L116 and L117), hollow possibly representing relict channels 
(L13-18, L20 and L23), areas of raised ground (L7, L10, L22 and L77-79) and 
potential boundary features (L72-76 and L21). Some of the pond/hollows (L11 and 
L12) are modern habitat enhancement features. 

4.8.9 The walkover confirmed that the land within the parcel is a mix of arable improved 
fields under maize crop with some areas of marshland pasture. The land is generally 
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flat apart from some areas of hollows/ponds in the marshy areas as identified from 
LiDAR interpretation (L77-70, L11, L12, L19, L116 and L117). The Abbots Wall is a 
clearly defined landscape feature in this area. There was no visible evidence of some 
of the post-medieval agricultural features such as the outfarm, a subsidiary building 
away from the main farm buildings, (MKE86960), hay stack stances, or slightly raised 
platforms for hay stacks (MWX43356, MWX43357, MWX43359, MWX43360 and 
MWX43362).  The LiDAR features L77-79 and L19 are visible as areas of raised 
ground adjacent to the water courses. There are no HER records at this location. 
Aerial photographic images from 1940 show cropmarks at the location which appear 
to include water courses, field boundaries and ditch features.  

4.8.10 Features relating to medieval to post-medieval land reclamation and agricultural 
activity are likely present within this parcel, though intensive ploughing will likely have 
reduced potential. Should features be present they are likely to be of low-medium 
significance. Deposits of geoarchaeological interest are likely to be of low to medium 
significance. 

4.8.11 A single trial pit, TP40, was excavated at NGR 632961 162198 on 20/10/2015 to a 
depth of 3.2m. It encountered a sandy clay loam topsoil overlaying silty clay and 
alluvial clay subsoil, suggesting that this test pit was located over an area of former 
estuary. 

 Table 8A.4.1  TP40 deposit sequence 

Depth (m) Thickness (m) Description  

0.0-0.3 0.3 Sandy Clay Loam, Brown 

0.3-0.6 0.3 Sandy Clay Loam, Greyish Brown 

0.6-1.4 0.8 Silty Clay, Greyish Brown 

1.4-2.2 0.8 Alluvial Clay, Blueish Black 

2.2-3.2 1.0 Alluvial Clay, Blueish Black 

4.9 Parcel 9 

4.9.1 This parcel has been assessed as being of medium archaeological potential. 
4.9.2 This parcel comprises large fields used for grazing cattle noted by the HLC as 

rectilinear enclosures (KCC 2001). 
4.9.3 The parcel is within PCA4 of the Stour Palaeolithic Project characterised by flat 

alluvial plains (Holocene) with areas of marsh and drier reclaimed land, sometimes 
under agricultural regimes. The potential for Palaeolithic remains was assessed as 
moderate, based on low potential for survival and high importance. 

4.9.4 Recorded heritage assets in this area largely relate to Richborough Port 
(MWX43487) and include; Cowan Camp (MKE42000), the Construction Camp 
(MKE42005), Weatherlees Siding (MWX43282) and Richborough Salvage Dump 
(MKE42009). Before the construction of the modern military base the area was used 
for grazing sheep on the reclaimed marshland, which is evidenced by a post-
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medieval sheep pen (MKE86959). The Deal Branch Railway (MKE56550) also 
crosses this area.  

4.9.5 Historic mapping shows that the field boundaries within this area are modern. During 
the 1980s and 1990s this area was used as a public refuse tip. The land within this 
area has now been reclaimed and is publically accessible by the Saxon Shore Way 
footpath. Due to the refuse tipping in this area the ground is raised above the 
marshes. No additional features were identified during walkover surveys.  

4.9.6 There has been no previous field investigation within this parcel. 
4.9.7 The use of this site for refuse tipping is likely to have significantly disturbed any near-

surface archaeological features, but deposits of geoarchaeological significance are 
likely to be of low significance.  

4.10 Parcel 10 

4.10.1 This parcel has been assessed as being of high archaeological potential for the 
presence of deposits of potential geoarchaeological interest. Recent studies suggest 
that near surface-remains have been disturbed by earlier construction activity. 

4.10.2 This parcel is presently occupied by a refuse destructor and is located within 
industrial complexes and factories (KCC 2001). It is likely that archaeological 
features will have been disturbed to a degree by the construction of the waste facility. 
The parcel is located in North Stonar. The name Stonar derives from Jutish or West 
Saxon and means stone shore or hill slope. 

4.10.3 The parcel is within PCA4 of the Stour Palaeolithic Project characterised by flat 
alluvial plains (Holocene) with areas of marsh and drier reclaimed land, sometimes 
under agricultural regimes. The potential for Palaeolithic remains was assessed as 
moderate, based on low potential for survival and high importance. 

4.10.4 Recorded heritage assets are modern and relate to Richborough Port (MWX43487), 
Weatherlees Siding (MWX43282), Robertson Camp (MKE42003) and East Kent 
Light Railway (MKE56634).  

4.10.5 Archaeological investigation carried out to the north of the former Brown and Mason 
Yard (EKE8994) by the Trust for Thanet Archaeology in 2005 identified concrete 
building platforms and large spreads of demolition waste and scrap overlying alluvial 
silts. Excavations at the former Astra Fireworks (EKE10566) site by the Trust for 
Thanet Archaeology in 2007 identified no archaeological features, only deposits of 
made ground were encountered.  

4.10.6 The 1st edition 1898-9 OS map shows the parcel as enclosed fields between the 
canalised River Stour to the west and an area of historic salt working to the east, 
near the River Stour and the Stonar Cut. Ferry crossings are evident crossing the 
rivers to the northwest and northeast. There is little change within the parcel until the 
1980s where a bell mouth off the Ramsgate Road is evident along with a small 
structure and a bridge over the canalised Stour to the landfill site, this appears to be 
the main entrance to the site.  

4.10.7 The modern industrial use of this site is likely to have significantly disturbed any near-
surface archaeological features, but deposits of geoarchaeological significance are 
likely to be of low significance.  
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4.11 Parcel 11 

4.11.1 This parcel has been assessed as being of low archaeological potential. 
4.11.2 This parcel is located at the former Richborough Power Station site and is located 

within modern large scale industry (KCC 2001).  
4.11.3 The parcel is within PCA4 of the Stour Palaeolithic Project characterised by flat 

alluvial plains (Holocene) with areas of marsh and drier reclaimed land, sometimes 
under agricultural regimes. The potential for Palaeolithic remains was assessed as 
moderate, based on low potential for survival and high importance. 

4.11.4 Recorded heritage assets within the parcel include Richborough Power Station 
(MKE40263), Richborough Port (MWX43487), sidings (MWX43282, MWX43551) 
and possible WWII military defensive features (MWX43258, MWX43259). There is 
also potential for the presence of deposits of palaeoenvironmental and 
geoarchaeological interest. 

4.11.5 Archaeological investigation in the area has included monitoring of geotechnical test 
pits and bore holes on the Kent Thanet Pipeline Phase 2 (EKE12958). An 
environmental impact assessment was also carried out in 2000 on the Combined 
Cycle Gas Turbine Power Plant (2001/153). 

4.11.6 The Minster in Thanet tithe map is incomplete in this area.  It is likely that the area 
would have been much as it is shown on the 1st edition OS map. Later editions of the 
OS mapping show the south west movement of the sea wall, the truncation of field 
boundaries/drains and the construction of Richborough Power Station.   

4.11.7 The construction of modern industrial facilities has demonstrably disturbed any 
previously-existing archaeological features. Deposits of geoarchaeological interest 
are likely to be of low significance. 

4.12 Parcel 12a 

4.12.1 This parcel has been assessed as being of high archaeological potential for the 
presence of deposits of geoarchaeological interest, with medium potential for near-
surface archaeological remains. 

4.12.2 This parcel is located on the north eastern bank of the canalised River Stour at the 
fringe of the former Richborough Power Station site within an area of rectilinear 
enclosures (KCC 2001).  

4.12.3 The parcel is within PCA4 of the Stour Palaeolithic Project characterised by flat 
alluvial plains (Holocene) with areas of marsh and drier reclaimed land, sometimes 
under agricultural regimes. The potential for Palaeolithic remains was assessed as 
moderate, based on low potential for survival and high importance. 

4.12.4 Recorded heritage assets within the parcel include Richborough Port (MWX43487) 
and sidings (MWX43282, MWX43551). Heritage assets in the surrounding area 
suggest there is some potential for wreck sites within the River Stour (MKE14975). 
There is also a potential for the presence of deposits of palaeoenvironmental and 
geoarchaeological interest.  

4.12.5 Historic mapping shows that the parcel was formerly situated on the sea wall, prior 
to the construction of the mineral railway in the early 20th century and the power 
station in the 1950s-60s and the alternation of drainage to enable their construction. 
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Part of the Sea Wall was moved further southwest close to the canalised River Stour 
some time during the WWII period.  

4.12.6 No archaeological investigation has been carried out within the parcel, but 600m to 
the northeast at Weatherlees Hill Waste Water Treatment Works significant 
prehistoric, Roman and medieval features were identified by Wessex Archaeology in 
1995 (EKE11609). This site is located on a former peninsula into the Wantsum 
known as the Ebbsfleet Peninsula.  

4.12.7 This parcel is on reclaimed land, but it is close to a former promontory where 
prehistoric, Roman and medieval features have been identified. This parcel sits at 
the edge of the former Wantsum Chanel and as such there may be potential for 
information relating to the geomorphology that caused the deposition of alluvial 
deposits associated with the River Stour and the silting of the Wantsum. It is also 
possible that features relating to intertidal, reclamation, agricultural and military 
activities may be present beneath disturbed ground.  

4.12.8 The construction of modern industrial facilities has demonstrably disturbed any 
previously-existing archaeological features. Deposits of geoarchaeological interest 
are likely to be of low to medium significance. 

4.13 Parcel 12b 

4.13.1 This parcel has been assessed as being of high archaeological potential. 
4.13.2 This parcel is located on Minster Marshes in an area of rectilinear enclosures (KCC 

2001). The existing 132kV overhead line crosses this area from northwest to 
southeast.  

4.13.3 The parcel is within PCA4 of the Stour Palaeolithic Project characterised by flat 
alluvial plains (Holocene) with areas of marsh and drier reclaimed land, sometimes 
under agricultural regimes. The potential for Palaeolithic remains was assessed as 
moderate, based on low potential for survival and high importance. 

4.13.4 Before the reclamation of the land Boxlees Hill was an island in the Wantsum Chanel 
about 900m south of the Roman shoreline at Minster (Perkins, 2001). Recorded 
heritage assets within the parcel include the Medieval Abbot’s Wall (MKE76083) and 
medieval or post-medieval enclosures (MWX43327, MWX43332) and hay stack 
stances (MWX43335, MWX43334). In the surrounding area heritage assets relate to 
WWII bomb craters (MWX43353, MWX43354, MWX43355), medieval/post-medieval 
flood banks (MWX43256) and hay stack stances (MWX43249, MWX43251, 
MWX43248).  

4.13.5 There has been no previous archaeological investigation within this parcel, though 
prehistoric cremations and foundations of a structure were found during construction 
works in the 1960s to the immediate north east. Detailed results have not been 
published but the HER records the recovery of Romano-British pottery including a 
complete pottery flagon and Samian dish from a burial contained in the lower half of 
an amphora.  

4.13.6 Historic mapping shows relatively little change since the 1st edition OS map. The line 
of Abbots Walls remains consistent as does the line of the River Stour. A drover’s 
road, now known as Marsh Farm Road, crosses the River Stour via a footbridge. A 
sheepfold is marked near one the existing 132kV pylons. LiDAR imaging and modern 
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Ordnance Survey mapping shows a small elevated area south of the railway on the 
west side of Gore Street which may indicate an elevated potential for past activity. 

4.13.7 Interpretation of the LiDAR data identified 11 potential heritage assets and/or 
landscape features. The potential assets include hollows or ponds (L25-L29), slight 
ridges possibly representing former field boundaries (L97 and L98) and a linear 
mound adjacent to the River Stour, possibly a flood bank or sea wall (L103). Abbot’s 
Wall (L24) is also clearly visible.  

4.13.8 Due to access restrictions the walkover survey was not carried out in this area.  
4.13.9 Abbott’s Wall is a heritage asset of medium significance. Modern agricultural 

features are of low significance. Potential Romano-British funerary activity is likely 
to be of medium significance, but could be more significant depending on extent and 
preservation of any remains. Deposits of geoarchaeological interest are likely to be 
of low to medium significance. 

4.14 Parcel 13 

4.14.1 This parcel has been assessed as being of high archaeological potential. 
4.14.2 This parcel is located in reclaimed marshland in Minster Marshes and the HLC type 

is rectilinear enclosures (KCC 2001). The Ashford and Margate Railway and the 
existing 132kV overhead line cross this area. 

4.14.3 The land north of the Stour Valley is characterised as PCA2, PCA4 and PCA5. PCA2 
is a thick deposit of brickearth. There are no known palaeoenvironmental remains in 
this area, though horizons towards the base of the brickearth are likely to have the 
highest potential. The potential for Palaeolithic remains was assessed as moderate, 
based on low potential for survival and high importance.  

4.14.4 The area east of Sarre is PCA4, characterised by flat alluvial plains (Holocene) with 
areas of marsh and drier reclaimed land, sometimes under agricultural regimes. The 
potential for Palaeolithic remains was assessed as moderate, based on low potential 
for survival and high importance. The area between Sarre and Wall End is PCA5 
characterised by the flat alluvial plains of the Wantsum Channel grading into the 
Stour alluvial floodplain which gradually narrows as it heads west towards 
Canterbury. This area is both marsh, drier reclaimed land and sometimes grazed 
farmland. The alluvium is Holocene and can be underlain at its landward margins by 
Pleistocene slopewash deposits that are likely to be Late Devensian. There is likely 
to be a Late Glacial/Early Holocene buried channel as well as the earlier Pleistocene 
Stour fluvial deposits. Handaxes and Final Upper Palaeolithic (Long Blade) flints 
have been found in the Canterbury area. Palaeoenvironmental remains are known 
from sites immediately beside the alluvium at Grove Ferry and Preston Street, and 
similar deposits may extend under the edge of the mapped alluvium in places. The 
potential for Palaeolithic remains was assessed as moderate, based on low potential 
for survival and high importance.  

4.14.5 Recorded heritage assets within the parcel include the early medieval to medieval 
salt workings (MKE6575, MKE6556, MWX43079, MWX43252, MWX43223), 
possible Medieval settlement of Sarre (MWX43171), Dunstrete (ancient route way 
across Thanet) (MKE75996) and medieval features relating to the former Wantsum 
Chanel including Sarre Wall (MKE76085) and Abbot’s Wall (MKE76083). Post-
medieval agricultural features are common within the parcel, some possibly having 
medieval origins. Heritage assets within the parcel also include WWII military 
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defensive features. The modern Ashford and Margate Railway (MKE56547) crosses 
the parcel primarily to the south of Sarre. A chance find of a post-medieval coin is 
also recorded (MKE73877). Where the line crosses Monkton Marshes, a medieval 
moated site (MKE6566) identified on aerial photography is located 40m south of the 
site boundary.  

4.14.6 Historic mapping shows little change within the parcel other than alterations to field 
boundaries. Unrecorded heritage assets comprise agricultural features such as 
sheepfolds. LiDAR imaging suggests that parts of this parcel south of Sarre and north 
of Docker Hill are elevated above the level of the marshes to east and west by 
approximately 0.5m, suggesting an elevated potential for the presence of past 
activity.  

4.14.7 Hedgerows along and to the north of Island Road in this parcel follow boundaries 
shown on tithe mapping. These are identified in the ecological Hedgerow Survey 
Report (Volume 5, Document 5.4.9J, Appendix 9J) as hedgerows 78, 79 and 80a. 
To the south of island road, further hedgerows around the railway line (hedgerows 
83, 86, 93, 90, 91, 92, 93) are shown on tithe mapping, as is a hedgerow to the east 
of mile road (hedgerow 96). Hedgerows to either side of the railway arguably form 
part of a feature identified in the Kent HER (hedgerows 84, 85, 88 and 89). Further 
hedgerows east of Gore Street, at Monkton Reservoir and south of The Foxhunter 
Park (hedgerows 105, 102 and 106 respectively) follow boundaries shown on tithe 
mapping. 

4.14.8 Interpretation of the LiDAR data identified 50 potential heritage assets and/or 
landscape features, which is the highest concentration identified in any parcel. At the 
west of the parcel, on Monkton and Minster Marshes, areas of raised ground were 
identified (L30, L24, L34, L35, L37, L38, L39 and L80). There are concentrations of 
irregular features possibly representing hollows, mounds or field boundaries on 
Chislet Marshes and Sarre Marshes (L31, L32, L33, L49, L61, L87, L88 and L93). 
Linear hollows (L44, L46, L85, L99 and L102) and mounds (L62, L108 and L109) 
possibly representing relict channels. Two potential flood banks have been 
interpreted at Sarre and Monkton Marshes (L108 and L109) alongside the River 
Wantsum and a relict water channel. 

4.14.9 There are no recorded archaeological investigations within this parcel. The nature of 
the landscape dictates that settlement is predominately situated on higher and drier 
ground. Since the Wantsum Chanel silted up and was gradually reclaimed during the 
medieval period the marshland has been exploited for agricultural processes, 
primarily for grazing sheep. Agricultural processes intensified after WWII resulting in 
the loss of some historic field boundaries and intensive ploughing, which may have 
disturbed any archaeological features to a degree. The archaeological significance 
of any as yet unrecorded agricultural features is relatively low. There is high potential 
for geoarchaeological deposits and it is likely that preservation of organic material 
will be very good where waterlogged deposits are preserved in former marsh and 
river channels. The density and potential preservation of these features suggests 
that they are likely to be of medium significance. However, there is heightened 
potential on the higher ground to the south of Sarre at the supposed location of the 
former medieval settlement, Sarre Wall and medieval and earlier salt working sites.  

4.14.10 At the time of the walkover survey most of this area was under rapeseed, broad bean 
and wheat crop to a height of 1m. The field boundaries within this parcel are generally 
defined by water channels. At the base of the valley in the marshes the land is 
relatively flat, sloping up at the valley edges.  
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4.14.11 There were no visible remains of the gun emplacement at the access to (MWX43174) 
PC38. Some of the other features near the works locations were not visible, such as 
the saltmound (MKE6575) and field system (MWX43165) near PC35/PC36 and the 
hay stack stance (MWX43166) near PC36. There was no visible evidence for 
possible salt mounds (MWX43252) or ridge and furrow (MWX43253) near PC47.  
Identifiable features included L47 a feature identified from LiDAR as a slight mound, 
the pillbox (MKE42797) built on the medieval salt workings (MKE6556), and the 
LiDAR feature L59 is visible as a mound.  

4.14.12 Two bowl-like depressions (W1 and W2) were identified during the walkover. The 
features were identifiable by a slight hollow and change in vegetation (the rapeseed 
was very sparse in this area and lower growing vegetation was prevalent). There are 
no corresponding features on HER and historic mapping. The features are also 
identifiable on the LiDAR survey. A raised mound (W3) identified during the walkover 
is also identifiable on the LiDAR data, the feature may be associated with L38 which 
is also an area of raised ground. A large depression (W4) about 0.5m deep was 
identified during the walkover and was also identifiable on the LiDAR. There was no 
visible evidence for LiDAR features L34 and L81.  

4.14.13 Heritage assets associated with medieval settlement are likely to be of medium to 
high significance, with significance depending on their preservation and extent. More 
recent heritage assets are likely to be of low significance. Deposits of 
geoarchaeological interest are likely to be of low to medium significance. 

4.14.14 A single borehole, BH07 was undertaken in this parcel in arable land south of 
Monkton Reservoir at NGR 627766 164241 from 27 October 2015. The following 
description is taken from the borehole logs supplied by the site investigation 
contractor (Geotechnical Engineering Limited).  

 Table 8A.4.2  BH07 deposit sequence 

Depth (m) Thickness (m) Description  

0.0-0.5 0.5 Grass over clay with brick, sand and concrete 

0.3-0.5 0.2 Gravelly silty clay 

0.5-1.0 0.5 Soft light brown gravelly clay 

1.0-4.3 3.3 Light orange-brown silty clay 

4.3-5.1 0.8 Light brown clayey sand 

5.1-7.0 1.9 Light orange brown sandy clay 

7.0-9.5 2.5 Very stiff sandy clay 

9.50-13.50 4.0 Very stiff dark grey clay 

13.50-15.45 1.95 Very stiff dark grey sandy clay 
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4.15 Parcel 14 

4.15.1 This parcel has been assessed as being of high archaeological potential. 
4.15.2 This parcel comprises two parts located on higher ground at the edge of the marshes 

in fields predominantly bounded by tracks, roads and other rights of way (KCC 2001). 
Each parcel is at the tip of a former small peninsula that would have protruded into 
the Wantsum Chanel prior to the silting and reclamation. The existing 132kV 
overhead line crosses this area from west to east.  

4.15.3 The land north of the Stour Valley is characterised as PCA2, a thick deposit of 
brickearth. There are no known palaeoenvironmental remains in this area, though 
horizons towards the base of the brickearth are likely to have the highest potential. 
The potential for Palaeolithic remains was assessed as moderate, based on low 
potential for survival and high importance. The potential for Palaeolithic remains was 
assessed as moderate, based on low potential for survival and high importance. 

4.15.4 Recorded heritage assets within the parcel include the possible Medieval settlement 
of Sarre (MWX43171) and Dunstrete (ancient route way across Thanet) 
(MKE75996). Post-medieval heritage assets include a disused chalk pit 
(MKE16464), outfarm (MKE86764) and the Ashford and Margate Railway 
(MKE56547). Outside the parcel to the east of Sarre an Iron Age settlement 
(MKE6462, MKE15444) has been identified along with a 10m wide causeway. To the 
east of the parcel a large number of Iron Age coins have been found to the south of 
Monkton Manor. The Anglo-Saxon cemetery and parish church of St Giles (SM 
1018879) are situated to the northwest. 

4.15.5 Historic mapping shows little significant change within the parcels. The County ditch 
and Liberty Boundary crosses the larger parcel north-south along the line of Mile 
Road to the River Stour and then returning northwest to Sarre. From the Monkton 
Parish tithe map it is clear that the road from Gore Street to the marshes formerly 
passed through the buildings at Gore Street and was diverted to the west of them by 
the early 20th-century. The apportionments show land use on higher ground tended 
to be arable and the fields within the marshes were used for pasture.  

4.15.6 Interpretation of the LiDAR data identified 10 potential heritage assets and/or 
landscape features. The potential assets include hollow/pond (L114), irregular linear 
feature - possible relict channel (L54), irregular linear mounding - field boundary 
(L49), raised area (L53), modern railway (L107) and road bridge (L113). An area of 
raised ground, possibly representing a former marsh island (L51) was visible on site 
at the location of PC40.  This field was under wheat crop at the time of the walkover 
survey. No additional features were identified.  

4.15.7 An archaeological watching brief and excavation in 1982 (EKE3996) within the parcel 
at the Gas Pressure Reducing Station identified an Early Medieval cemetery found 
initially during pipeline work in 1971. During excavations in advance of the A253 road 
widening between Monkton and Minster in 1994-5 substantial archaeological 
remains were identified from Neolithic inhumations and pits, Beaker graves, ten ring 
ditches, an extensive Roman settlement, a possible roadside shrine and an early 
medieval cemetery at the eastern end. At the western end closer to the site a 
medieval farmstead comprising at least five buildings was identified. This was located 
on the Isle of Thanet and is representative of archaeological potential on the high 
ground of the former island.  
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4.15.8 The parcel is situated on the former Island of Thanet. Archaeological features from 
the prehistoric period onwards are likely to be of low to medium significance. 
Deposits of geoarchaeological interest are likely to be of low to medium significance. 

4.15.9 A single trial pit, TP29, was excavated at NGR 627029 164289 on 27/10/2015 to a 
depth of 3.2m. The trial pit location was located on the Sarre Marshes and identified 
sandy loam topsoil overlaying layers of sandy clay loam with increasingly more clay 
content until layers of sandy quartz and finally sandy clay. 

Table 8A.4.3  TP29 Deposit Sequence 

Depth (m) Thickness (m) Description  

0.0-0.2 0.2 Sandy Clay Loam, Brown 

0.2-0.5 0.3 Sandy Clay Loam, Yellowish Brown 

0.5-0.8 0.3 Sandy Clay Loam, Yellowish Brown 

0.8-1.2 0.4 Sandy Clay Loam, Grey 

1.2-1.5 0.3 Sandy Clay Loam, Grey 

1.5-1.9 0.4 Sandy Quartz Clay, Olive Yellow 

1.9-2.5 0.6 Sandy Quartz Clay, Olive Yellow 

2.5-3.2 0.7 Sandy Clay 

4.16 Parcel 15 

4.16.1 This parcel has been assessed as being of high archaeological potential for the 
presence of deposits of geoarchaeological interest but low potential for the presence 
of near-surface archaeological remains. 

4.16.2 This parcel is located on Monkton Marshes in small rectilinear enclosures (KCC 
2001).  Within this parcel the field boundaries are primarily sinuous. The field 
boundaries are likely to have originated as creeks which have been maintained as 
drains following reclamation; these boundaries may pre-date regular rectilinear field 
boundaries and drains. Deposits of palaeoenvironmental and geoarchaeological 
interest may be present.  

4.16.3 The Stour Palaeolithic Project has assigned the area east of Sarre as PCA4 
characterised by flat alluvial plains (Holocene) with areas of marsh and drier 
reclaimed land, sometimes under agricultural regimes. The potential for Palaeolithic 
remains was assessed as moderate, based on low potential for survival and high 
importance. 

4.16.4 There are no recorded heritage assets within this parcel. Heritage assets in the 
vicinity include the cropmarks of a Medieval moated site (MKE6566), Medieval/post-
medieval boundary feature (MWX43228), hay stack stance (MKE15885) and 
cropmarks of a two large circular features and a linear feature (MKE18332) though 
the latter are located on a former promontory into the Wantsum Channel. There is a 
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potential for the survival of deposits of geoarchaeological and palaeoenvironmental 
interest in this parcel. 

4.16.5 No additional features were identified in this parcel during the assessment. 
4.16.6 No previous archaeological investigation has been carried out in this parcel.  
4.16.7 Historic mapping shows no discernible change in this area since the tithe survey in 

1840 for the parish of Monkton. 
4.16.8 Deposits of geoarchaeological interest are likely to be of low significance. 

4.17 Parcel 16 

4.17.1 This parcel has been assessed as being of high archaeological potential. 
4.17.2 This parcel is located at Gore Street and includes three Grade II Listed buildings, 

Gore Street Cottages and a granary. There are also associated non-designated 
ancillary structures within the parcel. The name Gore suggests a small triangular 
piece of land.  The historic landscape type is scattered settlement with paddocks 
(KCC 2001). 

4.17.3 The land north of the Stour Valley is characterised as PCA2, a thick deposit of 
brickearth. There are no known palaeoenvironmental remains in this area, though 
horizons towards the base of the brickearth are likely to have the highest potential. 
The potential for Palaeolithic remains was assessed as moderate, based on low 
potential for survival and high importance. The potential for Palaeolithic remains was 
assessed as moderate, based on low potential for survival and high importance. 

4.17.4 Heritage assets within the parcel include the three Grade II Listed buildings of Gore 
Street Cottages and the granary. To the immediate east is the Grade II* Gore Street 
Farm House and associated grade II barns. Chance finds within the vicinity include 
Iron Age coin (MKE73952), Roman coins (MKE6428, MKE73566) and an early-
medieval gold pendant (MKE74045). These were found in the vicinity of the A263, a 
former medieval or earlier trackway known as Dunstrete (TR 36 NW 438). Cropmark 
features have also been identified in agricultural land to the north inducing possible 
pit features (MKE9105) and undated enclosures (MKE9106).  

4.17.5 Historic mapping shows that the road to the west formerly ran through the middle of 
the settlement but was diverted by the early 20th century. Other than this there have 
been little significant changes other than the configuration of ancillary structures.  

4.17.6 No additional features were identified in this parcel during the assessment. 
4.17.7 There has been no previous archaeological investigation within this parcel.  
4.17.8 The existing listed buildings are of high significance. Any earlier archaeological 

features are likely to be of low-medium significance. 

4.18 Parcel 17 

4.18.1 This parcel has been assessed as being of high archaeological potential for the 
presence of deposits of geoarchaeological interest and medium potential for near-
surface archaeological remains. 

4.18.2 This parcel is located at the southwestern entrance to Sarre on Island Road, which 
sits on the causeway known as Sarre Wall. The historic landscape type is Post-1810 
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settlement (KCC 2001). Deposits of palaeoenvironmental and geoarchaeological 
significance may be present. 

4.18.3 The Stour Palaeolithic Project has assigned the area as PCA5 Wantsum Channel 
and Stour Alluvium. The potential for Palaeolithic remains was assessed as 
moderate, based on low potential for survival and high importance. 

4.18.4 Recorded heritage assets within the parcel include possible medieval settlement at 
Sarre (MWX43171), the medieval road Dunstrete (MKE75996), medieval causeway 
Sarre Wall (MKE76085) and a WWII road block (MKE39753). Heritage assets 
recorded in the wider area include medieval saltworkings (MKE6556) and WWII pill 
box (MKE42797) and home guard post (MKE39757).  

4.18.5 Historic mapping shows no significant changes within the parcel since the 1841 
Sarre, St Giles tithe map, which shows the land either side of the road was formerly 
known as The Marsh.  

4.18.6 No additional features were identified in this parcel during the assessment. 
4.18.7 There have been no previous archaeological investigations within this parcel.  
4.18.8 The archaeological potential within this parcel derives from the causeway that carries 

the road. It is likely that the construction of the modern road has disturbed any 
remains which are consequently likely to be of low significance, but may be of higher 
significance where they survive as coherent and extensive features.  Deposits of 
geoarchaeological interest are likely to be of low to medium significance. 

4.19 Parcel 18 

4.19.1 This parcel has been assessed as being of high archaeological potential. 
4.19.2 This parcel is located in small irregular enclosures (KCC 2001) on Chislet Marshes. 

The Sarre Penn forms the northern boundary and Sevenscore Dike forms the 
western boundary. To the east is Sarre Ferry Cottage along Old Road.  

4.19.3 The Stour Palaeolithic Project has assigned the area as PCA5 Wantsum Channel 
and Stour Alluvium. The potential for Palaeolithic remains was assessed as 
moderate, based on low potential for survival and high importance. 

4.19.4 Recorded heritage assets within the parcel include a WWII pill box (MKE42799) and 
road block (MKE42784). 

4.19.5 Historic mapping shows little substantial change within the parcel. This area of 
marshland has historically been used for grazing sheep. The tithe apportionments 
for Chislet show that most of this land was pasture in 1841. A decoy pond is marked 
on the 1:1250 1961-1991 OS map, the pond is present on modern mapping. 
Hedgerows to either side of Old Road follow boundaries shown on tithe mapping and 
may be considered historically important. These hedgerows are identified in the 
ecological Hedgerow Survey Report (Volume 5, Document 5.4.9J, Appendix 9J) 
as hedgerows 81 and 82.   

4.19.6 Interpretation of the LiDAR data identified five potential heritage assets and/or 
landscape features. The potential assets include the decoy pond (L101), irregular 
mounds (L61, L68 and L87). The hollow of the pond (L101) was visible during the 
walkover, but the mound (L67) was not evident.  

4.19.7 Surviving modern military remains are likely to be of low significance.  Deposits of 
geoarchaeological interest are likely to be of low to medium significance. 
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4.20 Parcel 19 

4.20.1 This parcel is not within the DCO Order limits. 

4.21 Parcel 20 

4.21.1 This parcel has been assessed as being of high archaeological potential for the 
presence of deposits of geoarchaeological interest and medium potential for near-
surface archaeological remains. 

4.21.2 This parcel is located within historic landscape type of rectilinear enclosures (KCC 
2001) and is situated on Chislet Marshes. Sarre Penn forms the northern boundary 
of this parcel. 

4.21.3 The Stour Palaeolithic Project has assigned the area as PCA5, PCA6 PCA17 and 
PCA18. PCA5 is characterised as the Wantsum Channel and Stour Alluvium. PCA6 
is the general river/stream alluvium besides and under watercourses. For both the 
potential for Palaeolithic remains was assessed as moderate, based on low potential 
for survival and high importance. For PCA17, the East Blean Stour terraces, the 
potential for Palaeolithic remains has been assessed as high, based on moderate 
potential for survival and high importance. The PCA18 north bank Stour terraces 
have been assessed as high based on high potential for remains and moderate 
importance.  

4.21.4 There are few recorded heritage assets within this parcel. The post-medieval outfarm 
(MKE86598), medieval saltmounds and associated drainage (MWX43079). The 
outfarm (MKE86598) is still extant and at the time of the walkover survey survived as 
a timber structure roofed with corrugated steel. Historic mapping and HER data 
suggests that the building is located within a small enclosure, but this was not 
identified as the field was under rapeseed to the height of approximately 1.3m, 
though a small clearing was evident around the structure.  

4.21.5 Interpretation of the LiDAR data identified five potential heritage assets and/or 
landscape features. The potential assets include curvilinear features possibly 
representing archaeological features (L89), hollows or relict channels (L91 and L92), 
a mound related to watercourse (L69), a linear hollow (L96), lower ground possibly 
representing the Wantsum Channel west of Sarre (L100), a mound (L66 and L70) 
and a pond/hollow (L90). The mound L66 could be associated with the construction 
of an overhead line carried on wooden poles not marked on modern mapping but 
visible on the ground. There was no visible evidence of L89 (archaeological features).  

4.21.6 Irregular angular patches of dry low crop where identified in an otherwise well 
irrigated wheat crop to the east of PC29. These features also appear to be visible on 
the LiDAR data (W5 and W6).  

4.21.7 The land within this parcel is relatively flat. At the time of the walkover survey the 
predominant crops were wheat and rapeseed. The wheat was generally below 1m 
and the rapeseed about 1m in height. The field boundaries are defined by water 
courses.  

4.21.8 Archaeological investigation in the area has comprised boreholes for the Herne Bay 
Waste Water Scheme (EKE11515) which recorded peat in bore holes. This area is 
within the former Wantsum Channel and is as such of geoarchaeological interest.  

4.21.9 Historic mapping shows no significant changes within the parcel since the mid-19th 
century. 
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4.21.10 Archaeological features of medieval date are likely to be of low or medium 
significance. Deposits of geoarchaeological interest are likely to be of medium 
significance given the recorded presence of peats. 

4.22 Parcel 21 

4.22.1 This parcel has been assessed as being of high archaeological potential. 
4.22.2 This parcel is located within rectilinear fields with wavy boundaries and has been 

attributed to possible late medieval to 17th or 18th century enclosure (KCC 2001). 
4.22.3 The area is within the Stour Palaeolithic Project character area PCA18, north bank 

Stour terraces, which have been assessed as high based on high potential for 
remains and moderate importance. 

4.22.4 Recorded heritage assets within the parcel include Medieval to post-medieval salt-
working mounds (MKE6576, MWX43079), undated cropmarks of an oval feature to 
the north-east of Upstreet (MKE80443), cropmarks of WWII trenches (MKE80375) 
and Sarre Wall (MKE76085). Heritage assets in the wider area include Wall End 
Farm (MKE86596), post-medieval outfarms (MKE88963, MKE86597) and WWII 
Observation Posts (MKE42776, MKE18074).  

4.22.5 Archaeological investigation in the area has comprised a borehole survey for the 
Herne Bay Waste Water Scheme (EKE11515) which recorded peat in bore holes. 

4.22.6 Historic mapping shows no significant changes within the parcel. 
4.22.7 Interpretation of the LiDAR data identified two potential heritage assets and/or 

landscape features. The potential assets include a linear hollow (L96) and lower 
ground which probably formed part of the Wantsum Channel west of Sarre (L100). 

4.22.8 Archaeological features represented by the recorded features in this parcel are likely 
to be of low or medium significance. Deposits of geoarchaeological interest are likely 
to be of medium significance given the recorded presence of peats. 

4.23 Parcel 22 

4.23.1 This parcel has been assessed as being of high archaeological potential. 
4.23.2 This parcel is located within Post-1810 Settlement (KCC 2001) and comprises the 

buildings of Wall End Farm. The parcel also incorporates part of Island Road to the 
south.  

4.23.3 The area is within the Stour Palaeolithic Project character area PCA18, north bank 
Stour terraces, which have been assessed as high based on high potential for 
remains and moderate importance. 

4.23.4 There is just one recorded heritage asset within this parcel, that of the Grade II Listed 
Wallend Farm Cottage (1336599). In the fields immediately to the east of the parcel 
lie medieval saltmounds and associated drainage (MWX43079). 

4.23.5 There have been no previous archaeological investigations within this parcel.  
4.23.6 Historic mapping shows relatively little change over time, with the exception of 

increased division of fields and size of buildings within the northern half of the parcel 
between the 1907 and 1937 OS mapping.  

4.23.7 No additional features were identified during the assessment. 
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4.23.8 The listed building is of high significance. Archaeological deposits relating to nearby 
to agricultural or salt making are likely to be of low to medium significance.  

4.24 Parcel 23 

4.24.1 This parcel has been assessed as being of medium archaeological potential. 
4.24.2 This parcel is located within miscellaneous valley bottom paddocks and pastures 

(KCC 2001). Nethergong Penn runs through the centre of the eastern half of the 
parcel, with Deer Downs to the western half. Park Rough borders the parcel to the 
west.  

4.24.3 The area is within the Stour Palaeolithic Project character area PCA6, the general 
river/stream alluvium besides and under watercourses. The potential for Palaeolithic 
remains was assessed as moderate, based on low potential for survival and high 
importance. 

4.24.4 There is just one heritage record for this parcel. An Early Medieval copper alloy 
(MKE66550) buckle was found to the western half of the parcel. There is a potential 
for the presence of deposits of geoarchaeological interest within this parcel. 

4.24.5 An archaeological watching brief at Chislet Park Farm to the southwest recorded no 
significant archaeological activity.  

4.24.6 Historic mapping shows no significant changes within the parcel. Hedgerows along 
the Nethergong Penn follow boundaries shown on the tithe mapping and a historic 
parish boundary and may be considered historically important. These hedgerows are 
identified in the ecological Hedgerow Survey Report (Volume 5, document 5.4, 
Appendix 9J) as hedgerows 58 and 59. Other hedgerows in this area (hedgerows 
63a, 72 and 73) follow boundaries shown on tithe mapping and may also be 
considered historically important. 

4.24.7 Interpretation of the LiDAR data identified three potential heritage assets and/or 
landscape features. The assets include a possible gravel pit (L110), a modern 
campsite (L111) and irregular features probably forming part of a modern farm 
(L112).  

4.24.8 Environmental information pertaining to the process of silting and reclamation of the 
Wantsum is of low to medium significance.  

4.25 Parcel 24 

4.25.1 This parcel has been assessed as being of medium archaeological potential. 
4.25.2 This parcel is located within small regular parliamentary type enclosure with straight 

boundaries (KCC 2001). The parcel is bordered to the west by Nethergong Hill, with 
several footpaths and a footbridge crossing the area.  

4.25.3 The area is within the Stour Palaeolithic Project character area PCA18, north bank 
Stour terraces, which have been assessed as high based on high potential for 
remains and moderate importance. 

4.25.4 There is one recorded heritage asset within this parcel. The post-medieval farmstead 
of Puddledock (MKE86548) lies at the northeast corner of the parcel. 

4.25.5 There have been no previous archaeological investigations within the parcel. 
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4.25.6 Historic mapping shows no significant changes within the parcel, with just an 
additional footpath appearing east to west across the parcel between the 1939 and 
1960 OS mapping.  

4.25.7 Surviving elements of the post-medieval farmstead are likely to be of low 
significance. 

4.26 Parcel 25 

4.26.1 This parcel has been assessed as being of high archaeological potential. 
4.26.2 This parcel is located within Prairie Fields - 19th-century enclosure with extensive 

boundary loss (KCC 2001). There are two areas within the parcel. One is bounded 
to the west by Nethergong Hill and to the east by Sarre Penn. The conservation areas 
of Chislet and Chitty, and Hollow Street and Chislet Forstal lie immediately to the 
north. The second parcel is to the west of the first, separated by an area of rectilinear 
17th to 18th-century enclosures.  

4.26.3 The area is within the Stour Palaeolithic Project character area PCA17, within the 
East Blean Stour terraces the potential for Palaeolithic remains has been assessed 
as high, based on moderate potential for survival and high importance. 

4.26.4 There are a number of recorded heritage assets within the eastern parcel. A post-
medieval sandpit (MKE16208), two ring ditches (MKE44130, MKE44129), and a 
Prehistoric or Roman enclosure (MKE6609). A later Prehistoric or Roman settlement 
site is also noted as being visible on aerial photographs taken in 2004. The English 
Heritage Archive also records an enclosure (467351) at the same point. Within the 
eastern parcel there are also cropmarks relating to a WWI trench (MKE91064), and 
four ditches possibly relating to the Late Bronze Age to Early Iron Age (MKE78267). 
There is one heritage asset within the western parcel, the Deer Downs post-medieval 
gravel pit (MKE16214).  

4.26.5 Archaeological investigation in the area has comprised boreholes for the Herne Bay 
Waste Water Scheme (EKE11515) which recorded peat in bore holes, as well as a 
watching brief (EKE11515) and desk based assessment (EKE11508) relating to the 
same wastewater treatment scheme. 

4.26.6 Historic mapping shows no significant changes within the parcel. 
4.26.7 Heritage assets from the Prehistoric to post-medieval periods have been found on 

this parcel of land and any further archaeological deposits are likely to be of medium 
significance. Deposits of geoarchaeological interest are likely to be of medium 
significance given the recorded presence of peats. 

4.27 Parcel 26 

4.27.1 This parcel has been assessed as being of medium archaeological potential. 
4.27.2 This parcel is located within rectilinear fields with wavy boundaries and has been 

attributed to possible late Medieval to 17th or 18th century enclosure (KCC 2001). The 
conservation area of Hollow Street and Chislet Forstal lies immediately to the north 
of the parcel. 
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4.27.3 The area is within the Stour Palaeolithic Project character area PCA17, within the 
East Blean Stour terraces the potential for Palaeolithic remains has been assessed 
as high, based on moderate potential for survival and high importance. 

4.27.4 Within the parcel there is just one recorded heritage asset. Two possible Bronze Age 
round barrows were identified as cropmarks on aerial photography taken in 2004 
(NRHE1458080). 

4.27.5 There has been no previous archaeological investigation within the parcel, or in the 
immediate vicinity. 

4.27.6 Historic mapping shows no significant changes within the parcel since the mid-19th-
century. 

4.27.7 Prehistoric round barrows are likely to be of medium significance. 

4.28 Parcel 27 

4.28.1 This parcel has been assessed as being of medium archaeological potential. 
4.28.2 This parcel is located within post-1810 settlement (KCC 2001). It encompasses the 

buildings at Nethergong Farm and is bounded by Nethergong Hill to the east and 
south.  

4.28.3 The area is within the Stour Palaeolithic Project character area PCA18, north bank 
Stour terraces, which have been assessed as high based on high potential for 
remains and moderate importance. 

4.28.4 There is just one recorded heritage asset within this parcel, the aforementioned post-
medieval farmstead at Nethergong Farm (MKE86520).  

4.28.5 There have been no previous archaeological investigations within the parcel. 
4.28.6 Historic mapping shows the development of Nethergong Farm, with an additional 

small building to the south of the main buildings appearing on the 1938 Ordnance 
Survey maps, and a track running from the centre, to the west of the main buildings 
and re-joining the road to the south, appearing by the 1960s.  

4.28.7 Heritage assets associated with the farmstead are likely to be of low significance. 

4.29 Parcel 28 

4.29.1 This parcel has been assessed as being of high archaeological potential. 
4.29.2 This parcel is located within Prairie Fields - 19th-century enclosure with extensive 

boundary loss (KCC 2001). The most southerly extent is bounded by the Roman 
Island Road, and to the east it extends as far as Nethergong Farm. The existing 
132kV PX overhead line crosses this area from east to west. 

4.29.3 The area is within the Stour Palaeolithic Project character area PCA18, north bank 
Stour terraces, which have been assessed as high based on high potential for 
remains and moderate importance. 

4.29.4 Recorded heritage assets within the parcel include cropmarks relating to possible 
trackways and enclosures (MKE80541) and a Roman trackway and rectilinear 
enclosure (MKE6615). The Roman Road (MKE75995), labelled as Island Road on 
more recent mapping, runs through the southern extent of the parcel. The NRHE 
records mark part of the Chislet Colliery as running through the southern extent of 
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the parcel. In addition a number of chance finds have been made including a Bronze 
Age copper alloy axe (MKE79628), a copper alloy knife dating to the Roman to Early 
Medieval Period (MKE57207) and a post-medieval copper alloy bell (MKE57497).  

4.29.5 An archaeological investigation was undertaken within the western part of the parcel. 
An archaeological watching brief was undertaken at Chislet Park Farm in late 2005 
and early 2006 by Pre Construct Archaeology (EKE10612).  

4.29.6 Historic mapping shows no significant changes within the parcel since the mid-19th 
century. 

4.29.7 Features relating to prehistoric to modern activity are present within this parcel. The 
significance of archaeological deposits within the parcel is likely to be low to 
medium. 

4.30 Parcel 29 

4.30.1 This parcel has been assessed as being of high archaeological potential. 
4.30.2 This parcel is located within post-1810 settlement (KCC 2001). It encompasses the 

buildings of Hersden County Primary School, and Island Road runs east to west 
through the parcel. 

4.30.3 The area is within the Stour Palaeolithic Project character area PCA18, north bank 
Stour terraces, which have been assessed as high based on high potential for 
remains and moderate importance. 

4.30.4 There are a small number of recorded heritage assets within the parcel. The Roman 
Road (MKE75995), which the route of Island Road follows, runs east to west through 
the parcel. The NRHE also records a WWII reinforced concrete pill box (1428693) 
and records Chislet Colliery (932817) as extending into the parcel. The colliery was 
developed from 1913 until the 1980s when coal working finished in the area.  

4.30.5 There have been no previous archaeological investigations within the parcel. 
4.30.6 Historic mapping shows the development of buildings in Hersden to the west of the 

parcel and along the road away from Halfway House. The Ordnance Survey mapping 
from the late 19th century shows the parcel as containing a T-junction between the 
trackway from Chislet Park and Island Road, and no structures or dwellings present 
other than a small outbuilding relating to Halfway House. By 1898 two small dwellings 
appear at the T Junction, and by the mid-20th century a row of buildings appear on 
the southern side of Island Road.  

4.30.7 Remains associated with Roman activity and the road, are likely to be of low to 
medium significance. Later remains are likely to be of low significance. 

4.31 Parcel 30 

4.31.1 This parcel has been assessed as being of low archaeological potential. 
4.31.2 This very small parcel is located within industrial complexes and factories (KCC 

2001). It is bordered to the north by Island Road, which follows the line of a Roman 
road. 

4.31.3 The area is within the Stour Palaeolithic Project character area PCA18, north bank 
Stour terraces, which have been assessed as high based on high potential for 
remains and moderate importance. 
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4.31.4 There is only one recorded heritage asset within the parcel. The NRHE records 
Chislet Colliery (932817) which was worked from 1913 until the 1980s when coal 
working finished in the area. However, mapping and HER data places the colliery 
further to the south. 

4.31.5 There have been no previous archaeological investigations within the parcel. 
4.31.6 Historic mapping shows no significant change within the parcel since the mid-19th 

century.  
4.31.7 The potential significance of heritage assets in this parcel is unknown. 

4.32 Parcel 31 

4.32.1 This parcel has been assessed as being of high archaeological potential, reflecting 
the presence of the listed buildings at Chislet Park. 

4.32.2 This small parcel is located within small regular fields with straight boundaries - 
parliamentary type enclosure (KCC 2001). The northern half of the parcel 
encompasses the farmstead of Chislet Park. It is bordered to the south by a drain, 
and the existing 132kV PX overhead line crosses this area from east to west. 

4.32.3 The area is within the Stour Palaeolithic Project character area PCA18, north bank 
Stour terraces, which have been assessed as high based on high potential for 
remains and moderate importance. 

4.32.4 The post-medieval Grade II Chislet Park (1085657) and associated Barn 
(MKE18432) lie in the northern half of the parcel. A Bronze Age hoard (MKE6592) 
was found within the parcel in 1879.   

4.32.5 There have been no previous archaeological investigations within the parcel. 
4.32.6 Historic mapping shows very little change to the parcel, with the buildings 

concentrated in the northern half. More recent satellite imagery shows a cluster of 
buildings surrounded by tarmac to the southwest part of the parcel.  

4.32.7 The listed buildings are of high significance. The absence of earlier material 
recorded within or in the vicinity of this parcel means that it is difficult to make a clear 
estimation of the likely significance of any archaeological remains which may be 
present. Remains associated with the farmstead at Chislet Park are likely to be of 
low significance. 

4.33 Parcel 32 

4.33.1 This parcel has been assessed as being of low archaeological potential. 
4.33.2 This parcel is located within pre-1810 scarp and steep valley-side woodland (KCC 

2001). It follows the outline of Park Rough, an area of current woodland.  
4.33.3 The parcel is within the Stour Palaeolithic Project character area PCA17 and PCA18. 

PCA17 is the East Blean Stour terraces where the potential for Palaeolithic remains 
has been assessed as high, based on moderate potential for survival and high 
importance. The PCA18 north bank Stour terraces have been assessed as high 
based on high potential for remains and moderate importance.  

4.33.4 There are no recorded heritage assets within the parcel, although an Early Medieval 
copper alloy buckle (MKE66550) was found in the field to the east of the parcel. 
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4.33.5 There have been no previous archaeological investigations within the parcel. 
4.33.6 Historic mapping shows no significant change within the parcel; the area has been 

wooded since at least the mid-19th century.  
4.33.7 The absence of earlier material recorded within or in the vicinity of this parcel means 

that it is difficult to make a clear estimation of the likely significance of any 
archaeological remains which may be present. However, it is likely that the presence 
of trees and woodland may have disturbed any earlier deposits which may have been 
present.  

4.34 Parcel 33 

4.34.1 This parcel has been assessed as being of low archaeological potential. 
4.34.2 This parcel is located within rectilinear fields with wavy boundaries - late Medieval to 

17th/18th-century enclosure (KCC 2001). The parcel is bounded to the south by 
drainage ditches.  

4.34.3 The parcel is within the Stour Palaeolithic Project character area PCA17 and PCA6. 
PCA17 is the East Blean Stour terraces where the potential for Palaeolithic remains 
has been assessed as high, based on moderate potential for survival and high 
importance. PCA6 is the general river/stream alluvium besides and under 
watercourses. The potential for Palaeolithic remains was assessed as moderate, 
based on low potential for survival and high importance. 

4.34.4 There are no recorded heritage assets within the parcel. Immediately to the east of 
the parcel lies the post-medieval Deer Downs gravel pit (MKE 16214).  

4.34.5 There have been no previous archaeological investigations within the parcel. 
4.34.6 Historic mapping shows no significant change to this parcel since the mid-19th-

century.  
4.34.7 The absence of any pre-modern archaeological features or material recorded within 

or in the vicinity of this parcel, with the exception of the post-medieval gravel pits to 
the east, means that it is difficult to make a clear estimation of the likely value of any 
remains which may be present. 

4.35 Parcel 34 

4.35.1 This parcel has been assessed as being of low archaeological potential. 
4.35.2 This parcel is located within Prairie Fields - 19th-century enclosure with extensive 

boundary loss (KCC 2001).  The parcel is bounded to the south east by woodland at 
Park Rough and encompasses drains and footpaths to its north eastern extent.  

4.35.3 The parcel is within the Stour Palaeolithic Project character area PCA6, PCA17 and 
PCA18. PCA6 is the general river/stream alluvium besides and under watercourses. 
The potential for Palaeolithic remains was assessed as moderate, based on low 
potential for survival and high importance. PCA17 is the East Blean Stour terraces 
the potential for Palaeolithic remains has been assessed as high, based on moderate 
potential for survival and high importance. The PCA18 north bank Stour terraces 
have been assessed as high based on high potential for remains and moderate 
importance.  
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4.35.4 There are no recorded heritage assets within the parcel or in any of the adjacent 
fields or areas and land.   

4.35.5 There have been no previous archaeological investigations within the parcel. 
4.35.6 Historic mapping shows that while much of the parcel has remained the same since 

the first edition OS map, Brook Wood, a small square parcel of woodland to the 
southern part of the parcel disappears by the 1960s and the parcel is now part of a 
larger arable field. Hedgerows along the Sarre Penn are follow boundaries shown on 
tithe mapping and historic parish boundaries. These are identified in the ecological 
Hedgerow Survey Report (Volume 5, Document 5.4.9J, Appendix 9J) as 
hedgerows 38-40, 44 and 47. 

4.35.7 The absence of any pre-modern archaeological features or material recorded within 
or in the vicinity of this parcel with the exception of the post-medieval gravel pits to 
the east, means that it is difficult to make a clear estimation of the likely value of any 
remains which may be present. 

4.36 Parcel 35 

4.36.1 This parcel has been assessed as being of high archaeological potential. 
4.36.2 This parcel is located within Prairie Fields - 19th century enclosure with extensive 

boundary loss (KCC 2001).  The parcel is partially bounded to the north by the Hoath, 
Rushbourne and Tile Lodge conservation area. It also encompasses pockets of 
woodland (Ash Plantation) in the eastern half.   

4.36.3 The parcel is within the Stour Palaeolithic Project character area PCA6, PCA17 and 
PCA18. PCA6 is the general river/stream alluvium besides and under watercourses. 
The potential for Palaeolithic remains was assessed as moderate, based on low 
potential for survival and high importance. PCA17 is the East Blean Stour terraces, 
the potential for Palaeolithic remains has been assessed as high, based on moderate 
potential for survival and high importance. The PCA18 north bank Stour terraces 
have been assessed as high based on high potential for remains and moderate 
importance.  

4.36.4 There are a number of recorded heritage assets within the parcel. These include 
cropmarks relating to an enclosure of unknown date (MKE5548), and a Roman Road 
(MKE75994) which runs southwest to northeast and bisects the parcel. In addition 
there have been a number of spot finds within the parcel. These include a Medieval 
copper alloy saddle and harness (MKE56994 and MKE57301), two copper alloy 
Roman coins (MK79266 and MK79262) a lead alloy seal matrix (MKE79261) and a 
lead alloy weight (MKE79263).  

4.36.5 There have been no previous archaeological investigations within the parcel. 
4.36.6 Historic mapping shows a small number of changes within the eastern half of the 

parcel. Until the mid-20th century, there are several small copses and plantations. By 
the 1970-73 OS map, Broadwash Copse is no longer present, with only a small strip 
of trees remaining from its western edge to form a hedge down to Square Wood. 
Knockley Wood to the south is also no longer present. Both areas, and much of the 
parcel are now part of much larger arable fields with fewer field boundaries visible 
than on historic mapping. Between Herne Bay Road and Hoath Road, hedgerows to 
the western side of Kemberland Woods and along the Sarre Penn follow boundaries 
shown on tithe mapping and may be considered historically important. These 
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hedgerows are identified in the ecological Hedgerow Survey Report (Volume 5, 
Document 5.4.9J, Appendix 9J) as hedgerows 27, 28, 29 and 32. Hedgerows along 
Hoath Road and Bredlands Road (hedgerows 33-36) and to the east of Bredlands 
Lane (hedgerow 37) are also shown on Tithe mapping and may be considered 
historically important. 

4.36.7 Archaeological features which could reasonably be predicted from the existing 
information are likely to be of low significance.  

4.37 Parcel 36 

4.37.1 This parcel has been assessed as being of negligible archaeological potential. 
4.37.2 This small parcel is located within active and disused gravel and clay workings (KCC 

2001). The parcel is bounded to the north by Ash Plantation. The existing PX 132kV 
overhead line crosses this area from east to west. 

4.37.3 The parcel is within the Stour Palaeolithic Project character area PCA18, north bank 
Stour terraces, which have been assessed as high based on high potential for 
remains and moderate importance.  

4.37.4 There are no recorded heritage assets within the parcel, nor in any of the adjacent 
fields and areas.   

4.37.5 There have been no previous archaeological investigations within the parcel. 
4.37.6 Historic mapping shows little change to the parcel until the latter half of the 20th 

century. Prior to this the parcel was part of a large field to the south of Ash Plantation.  
The 1970-73 OS mapping show the parcel and area to the south as being gravel 
workings. This has now been restored to agricultural land.  

4.37.7 An inspection pit, DCP56 IP was undertaken in arable land in this parcel at NGR 
619870 162462 on 28 October 2015. The following description is taken from the logs 
supplied by the site investigation contractor (Geotechnical Engineering Limited). 

Table 8A.4.4  DCP 56 IP deposit sequence 

Depth (m) Thickness (m) Description  

0.0-0.3 0.3 Soft gravelly, silty clay 

0.3-1.0 0.7 Soft brown gravelly clay 

1.0-1.2 0.2 Soft light brown sandy gravelly clay 

4.38 Parcel 37 

4.38.1 This parcel has been assessed as being of high archaeological potential. 
4.38.2 This small parcel is located within medium regular enclosure with straight boundaries 

- Parliamentary type enclosure (KCC 2001). The parcel lies completely within the 
Hoath, Rushbourne and Tile Lodge conservation area. Hoath Road, on the route of 
an old Roman Road, runs north to south through the middle of the parcel. The 
existing PX 132kV overhead line also crosses this area from east to west. 
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4.38.3 The parcel is within the Stour Palaeolithic Project character area PCA17, the East 
Blean Stour terraces, where the potential for Palaeolithic remains has been assessed 
as high, based on moderate potential for survival and high importance. 

4.38.4 Just one recorded heritage asset lies within the parcel. The Roman Road 
(MKE75994) followed by Hoath Road runs along the length of the parcel from north 
to south. In the immediate vicinity are listed buildings within Tile Lodge and a crash 
site of a Messerschmitt Bf109E-4 in 1940.  

4.38.5 There have been no previous archaeological investigations within the parcel. 
4.38.6 Historic mapping shows no significant change to this parcel since the mid-19th 

century. 
4.38.7 The significance of any deposits associated with the Roman Road located within the 

parcel is likely to be low to medium.  

4.39 Parcel 38 

4.39.1 This parcel has been assessed as being of medium archaeological potential. 
4.39.2 This parcel is located within post-1810 settlement (KCC 2001). The western area is 

bounded to the south and east by rows of dwellings, and to the west by a road 
connecting Sturry to Broadoak. The eastern area lies to the north of Island Road.  

4.39.3 The parcel is within the Stour Palaeolithic Project character area PCA18, north bank 
Stour terraces, which have been assessed as high based on high potential for 
remains and moderate importance.  

4.39.4 There are no recorded heritage assets within either parcel. An Iron Age settlement 
(MKE5517) is recorded to the north of the more easterly parcel, with the Roman road 
(MKE75995) running to the south and an Early-Mid Saxon Grubenhaus, or 
occupation site (MKE18123) was recorded just to the north east of the western 
parcel.  

4.39.5 There have been no previous archaeological investigations within either parcel. 
4.39.6 Historic mapping shows a number of changes, particularly to the eastern parcel. A 

gravel pit is shown in the western half of this parcel on the 1877 OS mapping, by 
1898-9 this has been partially replaced by a north to south strip of woodland. By 1939 
part of the area is marked as ‘old gravel pit’, with most of the parcel in a field. 
Buildings also start to appear to the western edge of the parcel by 1939 as nearby 
Sturry increased in size. The number of buildings continued to increase the early 
1970s and into the present day.  

4.39.7 The western parcel runs along part of a road to its southern extent on all available 
mapping. The northern arm of this parcel is seen as running across a field until the 
1937-38 1:2500 OS map. From the 1930s, a row of houses appear immediately to 
its southern edge.   

4.39.8 Any archaeological deposits that may have been present are likely to have been 
disturbed and will consequently be of low significance at most. 

4.40 Parcel 39 

4.40.1 This parcel has been assessed as being of medium archaeological potential. 
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4.40.2 This parcel comprises two small areas, one to the North West, and another to the 
south east. Both are located within small regular enclosures with straight boundaries 
- Parliamentary type enclosure (KCC 2001). The existing PX 132kV overhead line 
runs along the length of the western parcel from north east to south west.  

4.40.3 The parcel is within the Stour Palaeolithic Project character area PCA18, north bank 
Stour terraces, which have been assessed as high based on high potential for 
remains and moderate importance.  

4.40.4 There is one recorded heritage asset within the western portion. There is evidence 
of old field systems in the form of cropmarks (MKE5546). There are no recorded 
heritage assets within the eastern parcel, although there is evidence of Iron Age 
settlement (MKE5517) on land to the north, and the route of a Roman Road 
(MKE75995) runs just to the south.  

4.40.5 There have been no previous archaeological investigations within either parcel. 
4.40.6 Historic mapping shows relatively little change within the western parcel, although 

there is a subdivision of the field by the 1939-51 1:10560 OS mapping. The eastern 
parcel appears as a large field on 1877 OS mapping, by 1898 its western half 
becomes a gravel pit, which encroached further into the parcel until the 1939-51 
1:10560 OS mapping where it is marked as ‘Old Gravel Pit’. The parcel appears to 
have been unused since then, being shown as a large open land with a footpath 
crossing it on modern mapping.  

4.40.7 The evidence of field systems and proximity to Roman and Iron Age activity suggests 
that related archaeological deposits are likely to be of low to medium significance.  

4.41 Parcel 40 

4.41.1 This parcel has been assessed as being of medium archaeological potential. 
4.41.2 This parcel comprises a small area located in 19th-century plantations (KCC 2001), 

and is currently covered by trees. It lies to the north of the Westbere No.2 
Conservation Area.  

4.41.3 The parcel is within the Stour Palaeolithic Project character area PCA18, north bank 
Stour terraces, which have been assessed as high based on high potential for 
remains and moderate importance.  

4.41.4 There are no recorded heritage assets within the parcel, although it lies just to the 
north of the Roman Road (MKE75995), and close to areas where spot finds of 
Palaeolithic handaxes (NRHE 1086191) have been made. 

4.41.5 There have been no previous archaeological investigations within either area. 
4.41.6 Historic mapping shows no significant change to this parcel since the mid-19th 

century. 
4.41.7 There is a potential for heritage assets related to the roman road to be present. Such 

assets are likely to be of low to medium significance. 

4.42 Parcel 41 

4.42.1 This parcel has been assessed as being of medium archaeological potential. 
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4.42.2 This parcel comprises one large area, and one much smaller portion to the east, both 
located within small regular enclosures with straight boundaries - parliamentary type 
enclosure (KCC 2001). The parcel is bounded to the north by Kemberland Wood and 
encompasses the fields around Sweech Farm, the buildings of which are Grade II 
listed.  

4.42.3 The parcel is within the Stour Palaeolithic Project character area PCA18, north bank 
Stour terraces, which have been assessed as high based on high potential for 
remains and moderate importance.  

4.42.4 One recorded heritage asset lies within the parcel. An early- to mid-Saxon occupation 
site (MKE18123) is recorded in the field to the east of Sweech Farm. Just to the south 
of the more eastern, smaller parcel an assemblage of flints (MKE15793) have been 
found.  

4.42.5 A number of previous archaeological investigations have been undertaken within the 
parcel. Geotechnical surveys were undertaken in 1995 by Engineering Services Ltd. 
in relation to the A28 Sturry bypass (EKE11584). Geophysical survey (EKE6006) 
and archaeological evaluation were also undertaken (EKE5923).  

4.42.6 Historic mapping shows relatively little change to most of the parcel. An additional 
building was added to the east of Sweech Farm, within an additional enclosed area 
in the early 20th century, but this is no longer present.  

4.42.7 Any archaeological deposits present are likely to relate to Early Medieval activity and 
to be of medium to high significance.  

4.43 Parcel 42 

4.43.1 This parcel has been assessed as being of low archaeological potential. 
4.43.2 This parcel is located within pre-19th-century coppices (KCC 2001). The parcel 

encompasses much of the present-day Kemberland Wood, and for the most part its 
borders follow the extent of the woodland.   

4.43.3 The parcel is within the Stour Palaeolithic Project character area PCA18, north bank 
Stour terraces, which have been assessed as high based on high potential for 
remains and moderate importance.  

4.43.4 There are no recorded heritage assets within the parcel. Within the surrounding area 
several cropmarks relating to enclosures and field systems (MKE5548, MKE5546) 
have been identified. There have also been a number of spot finds, such as a flint 
assemblage (MKE15793) and various medieval and post-medieval finds 
(MKE56994, MKE79281), in nearby fields.  

4.43.5 Previous archaeological investigations have been undertaken within the parcel. 
Geotechnical surveys were undertaken in 1995 by Engineering Services Ltd. in 
relation to the A28 Sturry bypass (EKE11584) which passed through the southern 
part of the parcel.  

4.43.6 Historic mapping shows no significant change to this parcel since the mid-19th 
century. 

4.43.7 In the absence of specific evidence for likely archaeological features within this 
parcel, the potential significance of any heritage assets is not clear.  
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4.44 Parcel 43 

4.44.1 This parcel has been assessed as being of medium archaeological potential. 
4.44.2 This parcel is located within fields with irregular straight boundaries (KCC 2001). The 

parcel encompasses part of present-day Kemberland Wood, and fields to the north 
of Broadoak.   

4.44.3 The parcel is within the Stour Palaeolithic Project character area PCA17, PCA18 and 
PCA24. PCA17 is the East Blean Stour terraces the potential for Palaeolithic remains 
has been assessed as high, based on moderate potential for survival and high 
importance. The PCA18 north bank Stour terraces have been assessed as high 
based on high potential for remains and moderate importance. PCA24 is the Blean 
Plateau where there are occasional small outcrops of gravel, thought to represent 
remnants of early courses of the Stour before it migrated into its present valley 
through Canterbury. PCA24 has been assessed as low based on very low potential 
for remains of high importance. 

4.44.4 There are a few recorded features within the parcel. A Romano-British stone coffin 
(MKW5537) was found within the parcel, and there have also been a number of 
smaller spot finds, including a Prehistoric macehead, Thames pick, and flint flakes 
(MKE5524), and a medieval copper alloy jetton (MKE57307).  

4.44.5 Two archaeological investigations focusing on adjacent land extended into this 
parcel. Evaluations were undertaken at Vale Farm (EKE11493) and Mayton Cottages 
(EKE11492) by Canterbury Archaeological Trust in 1992.  

4.44.6 Historic mapping shows no significant change to this parcel. Hedgerows in this parcel 
to the west of Herne Bay road, identified as hedgerows 14-23 the ecological 
Hedgerow Survey Report (Volume 5, Document 5.4.9J, Appendix 9J) follow 
boundaries shown on the tithe mapping and may be considered historically 
important. To the east of Herne Bay road, hedgerows along Herne Bay Road follow 
boundaries shown on the tithe mapping (Hedgerow 24-5).  

4.44.7 While most records of archaeological material from this parcel do not presuppose the 
presence of surviving archaeological features, the presence of a stone coffin is 
strongly suggestive of Roman funerary activity. This could be of medium to high 
significance if present. 

4.44.8 Two inspection pits were undertaken in this parcel on 29 October 2015. These were 
DCP32 IP, in arable land to the west of Barnet’s lane at NGR 6167557 162015 and 
DCP 35 IP, in arable land west of Foxhill Nursery at NGR 617043 162061. The 
following description is taken from the logs supplied by the site investigation 
contractor (Geotechnical Engineering Limited). 

 Table 8A.4.5  DCP32 IP deposit sequence 

Depth (m) Thickness (m) Description  

0.0-0.6 0.6 Soft dark brown gravelly silty clay 

0.6-0.9 0.3 Soft light brown gravelly clay 

0.9-1.2 0.3 Soft light brown slightly gravelly clay 
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 Table 8A.4.6  DCP35 IP deposit sequence 

Depth (m) Thickness (m) Description  

0.0-0.4 0.4 Soft dark brown gravelly silty clay 

0.4-1.2 0.8 Soft orange-brown sandy clay 

4.45 Parcel 44 

4.45.1 This parcel is not within the DCO Order limits. 

4.46 Parcel 45 

4.46.1 This parcel has been assessed as being of low archaeological potential. 
4.46.2 This parcel is located within orchards (KCC 2001). It is bounded to the east by 

Barnet’s Lane; it is in an area still used as an orchard, with a footpath running 
southwest to north east across the field. The parcel lies to the north of Broadoak 
which contains Listed and locally important buildings.  

4.46.3 The parcel is within the Stour Palaeolithic Project character area PCA18, north bank 
Stour terraces, which have been assessed as high based on high potential for 
remains and moderate importance.  

4.46.4 There are no recorded heritage assets within the parcel. In the surrounding area, a 
small number of Roman finds have been made including a Romano-British stone 
coffin (MKW5537) to the north east, and Roman beads (5508) to the west. 

4.46.5 There has been no previous archaeological field investigation of this parcel. 
4.46.6 Historic mapping shows relatively little change to the parcel until the 1939 6-inch to 

1-mile OS mapping, when an orchard appears in the southwest corner of the parcel 
and by the early 1970s the whole parcel is marked as an orchard, which continues 
to the present day.  

4.46.7 The relative scarcity of other recorded heritage assets and previous investigations 
within the parcel or its immediate vicinity means that it is difficult to make a clear 
estimation of the likely value of any remains which may be present. 

4.47 Parcel 46 

4.47.1 This parcel has been assessed as being of high archaeological potential. 
4.47.2 This parcel is located within common edge settlement (KCC 2001). It incorporates 

the western part of the village of Broadoak, and is bounded to the east by Shalloak 
Road.   

4.47.3 The parcel is within the Stour Palaeolithic Project character area PCA18, north bank 
Stour terraces, which have been assessed as high based on high potential for 
remains and moderate importance.  

4.47.4 There are a number of recorded heritage assets within the parcel. These include the 
Grade II Listed buildings of 124 Sweechgate (1336613) and the Royal Oak Public 
House (1085502). Also within the parcel are the locally important buildings of Goose 
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Farm (MKE86307), Shalloak Road/Mellow End (MKE18543) and the Golden Lion 
Public House (MKE18563).   

4.47.5 There has been no previous archaeological field investigation of this parcel. 
4.47.6 Historic mapping shows relatively little change within the parcel, which comprises of 

buildings and land making up the village of Broadoak, until the early 20th century. 
More buildings appear in the northwest of the parcel by 1939, and in the east of the 
parcel by the 1970s. A caravan park at the northern edge of the parcel, and more 
buildings creating a business park in the southern half of the parcel at the site of 
Goose Farm, appear on modern mapping.  

4.47.7 The listed buildings are of high significance. Elements of earlier phases of the 
settlement are likely to be of low significance where these have survived the 
expansion of the village centre. The relative scarcity of other recorded heritage 
assets and previous investigations within the parcel or immediate vicinity means that 
it is difficult to make a clear estimation of the likely value of any other remains which 
may be present. 

4.48 Parcel 47 

4.48.1 This parcel has been assessed as being of low archaeological potential. 
4.48.2 This parcel is located within orchards (KCC 2001). It is bounded to the east by the 

village of Broadoak, and Shalloak Road.   
4.48.3 The parcel is within the Stour Palaeolithic Project character area PCA18, north bank 

Stour terraces, which have been assessed as high based on high potential for 
remains and moderate importance.  

4.48.4 Roman (1st to 2nd century AD) beads (MKE5508) were found to the west of Mayton 
Lane.   

4.48.5 There has been no previous archaeological field investigation of this parcel. 
4.48.6 Historic mapping shows no significant change until the early part of the 20th century 

when the northern third of the parcel changes from fields to orchard, which is still in 
place on modern mapping. Hedgerows along the footpath leading west from Broad 
Oak and along Heel Lane are shown on tithe mapping and may be considered 
important under the hedgerow regulations. These are identified in the ecological 
Hedgerow Survey Report (Volume 5, Document 5.4.9J Appendix 9J) as 
ecologically unimportant hedgerow 10b and ecologically important hedgerow 12 and 
12a respectively.  

4.48.7 The relative scarcity of other recorded heritage assets and previous investigations 
within the parcel or its immediate vicinity means that it is difficult to make a clear 
estimation of the likely value of any remains which may be present. 

4.49 Parcel 48 

4.49.1 This parcel has been assessed as being of medium archaeological potential. 
4.49.2 This parcel is located within pre-1810 scarp and steep valley-side woodland (KCC 

2001). It is bounded to the southeast by Broadoak Road, and encompasses much of 
Lynne Wood, and a small section of Beecham Wood.  
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4.49.3 The parcel is within the Stour Palaeolithic Project character area PCA18, north bank 
Stour terraces, which have been assessed as high based on high potential for 
remains and moderate importance.  

4.49.4 There is just one recorded heritage asset within the parcel. A Late Bronze Age 
founder’s hoard was found in the Sand Quarry in 1942 (MKE5510), which is 
suggestive of the presence of nearby permanent occupation. The parish boundary 
runs along the western border of the parcel. 

4.49.5 There has been no previous archaeological field investigation of this parcel. 
4.49.6 Historic mapping shows relatively little change within the parcel until the early 20th 

century, with most of the parcel being woodland prior to this. The 1939 OS maps 
show that the trees have been cleared and the area is now labelled as a sand pit. 
The quarry was closed, and the area was replanted as woodland by the 1960s. 

4.49.7 While there is a potential for heritage assets related to nearby funerary and 
settlement activity recorded at Shalloak Quarry which might normally be considered 
as of low to medium significance, if such assets are present in the site they are likely 
to comprise disturbed and dispersed elements and would consequently be of lower 
significance.   

4.50 Parcel 49 

4.50.1 This parcel has been assessed as being of high archaeological potential. 
4.50.2 This parcel is located within post-1810 settlement (KCC 2001). The parcel 

encompasses much of the present village of Broadoak.  
4.50.3 The parcel is within the Stour Palaeolithic Project character area PCA18, north bank 

Stour terraces, which have been assessed as high based on high potential for 
remains and moderate importance.  

4.50.4 Within the parcel there are a number of recorded heritage assets. The Grade II Listed 
Summer Hill (1085500), Stable Blocks and Barn at Sweech Farm (1040066, 
1336588), and Sweech Farmhouse (1298835) lie within the village of Broadoak. 
There are a number of locally significant buildings within the parcel, these include 2 
Sweechgate (formerly the Toll House) (MKE18546), 35 The Oast House 
(MKE18545), Broadoak Farmstead (MKE86324) and The Thatch (MKE18532). The 
NRHE also records a K6 Telephone Box within the village (1540740). 

4.50.5 There is one NRHE record relating to previous archaeological field investigation of 
this parcel. An evaluation was undertaken at Sweech Farm (1351853). 

4.50.6 Historic mapping shows the development of the village, particularly to the North 
West, south and east, with increasing numbers of houses appearing in the early 20th 
century appearing around the edges of the common and along Sweechgate. By the 
late 20th century most of the parcel is covered by buildings. 

4.50.7 The listed buildings in this parcel are of high significance. Elements of earlier phases 
of the settlement are likely to be of low significance where these have survived the 
expansion of the village centre. The relative scarcity of other recorded heritage 
assets and previous investigations within the parcel or immediate vicinity means that 
it is difficult to make a clear estimation of the likely value of any other remains which 
may be present. 
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4.51 Parcel 50 

4.51.1 This parcel has been assessed as being of high archaeological potential. 
4.51.2 This parcel is located within common edge settlement (KCC 2001) and lies to the 

south of Broadoak Common.  
4.51.3 The parcel is within the Stour Palaeolithic Project character area PCA18, north bank 

Stour terraces, which have been assessed as high based on high potential for 
remains and moderate importance.  

4.51.4 Within the parcel there are a number of recorded heritage assets. In addition to the 
Grade II Broadoak Farm (1085501), there is also the Grade II listed Mead Manor 
(1085526).  

4.51.5 There have been no previous archaeological investigations of this parcel, with the 
exception of dendrochronological dating of Mead Manor (EKE11732).  

4.51.6 Historic mapping shows no significant change to this parcel until the late 20th century 
when additional farm buildings associated with Broad Oak Farm appear towards the 
centre of the parcel. 

4.51.7 The listed buildings in this parcel are of high significance. The relative scarcity of 
other recorded heritage assets and previous investigations within the parcel or 
immediate vicinity means that it is difficult to make a clear estimation of the likely 
value of any other remains which may be present. 

4.52 Parcel 51 

4.52.1 This parcel has been assessed as being of low archaeological potential. 
4.52.2 This parcel is located within orchards (KCC 2001). The parcel lies to the south of 

Broadoak village.  
4.52.3 The parcel is within the Stour Palaeolithic Project character area PCA18, north bank 

Stour terraces, which have been assessed as high based on high potential for 
remains and moderate importance.  

4.52.4 There are no recorded heritage assets within the parcel.  
4.52.5 There have been a small number of archaeological investigations within the southern 

half of the parcel. Geotechnical surveys were undertaken in 1995 by Engineering 
Services Ltd. in relation to the A28 Sturry bypass (EKE11584). 

4.52.6 Historic mapping shows very little change within the parcel since the mid-19th 
century.  

4.52.7 The relative scarcity of other recorded heritage assets and previous investigations 
within the parcel or immediate vicinity means that it is difficult to make a clear 
estimation of the likely value of any remains which may be present. 

4.53 Parcel 52 

4.53.1 This parcel has been assessed as being of low archaeological potential. 
4.53.2 This parcel is located within pre-19th-century coppices (KCC 2001). The parcel lies 

to the south of Broadoak village.  
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4.53.3 The parcel is within the Stour Palaeolithic Project character area PCA18, north bank 
Stour terraces, which have been assessed as high based on high potential for 
remains and moderate importance.  

4.53.4 There are no recorded heritage assets within the parcel.  
4.53.5 There have been no archaeological investigations within the parcel.  
4.53.6 Historic mapping shows no significant change to this parcel since the mid-19th 

century.  
4.53.7 The relative scarcity of other recorded heritage assets and previous investigations 

within the parcel or immediate vicinity means that it is difficult to make a clear 
estimation of the likely value of any remains which may be present. 

4.54 Parcel 53 

4.54.1 This parcel has been assessed as being of low archaeological potential. 
4.54.2 This parcel is located within historic landscape type of caravan sites (KCC 2001). 

The parcel is now covered in woodland to the northern half, and dwellings to the 
southern half.  

4.54.3 The parcel is within the Stour Palaeolithic Project character area PCA18, north bank 
Stour terraces, which have been assessed as high based on high potential for 
remains and moderate importance.  

4.54.4 There are no recorded heritage assets within the parcel, nor in any adjacent fields.  
4.54.5 There have been no archaeological investigations within the parcel.  
4.54.6 Historic mapping shows very little change to the parcel until the late 20th century, with 

the exception of a small building ‘Woodcroft’ appearing in the north west corner from 
the 1952-1972 1:2500 OS mapping. More recent mapping shows the area as 
woodland, and the HLC notes it as caravan sites. 

4.54.7 The relative scarcity of other recorded heritage assets and previous investigations 
within the parcel or immediate vicinity means that it is difficult to make a clear 
estimation of the likely value of any remains which may be present. Any features 
which are present are likely to have been substantially disturbed by landscaping and 
clearance associated with the caravan park and by woodland planting. 

4.55 Parcel 54 

4.55.1 This parcel has been assessed as being of medium archaeological potential. 
4.55.2 This parcel is located within rectilinear enclosures with wavy boundaries - late 

Medieval to 17th/18th-century enclosures (KCC 2001). The parcel is bounded to the 
south by Sturry conservation area. Part of the parcel is covered by an industrial park 
near Broadoak Crossing.  

4.55.3 The parcel is within the Stour Palaeolithic Project character area PCA18, north bank 
Stour terraces, which have been assessed as high based on high potential for 
remains and moderate importance.  

4.55.4 There are a number of recorded heritage assets within the parcel, including a WWII 
Roadblock (MKE42870). There is evidence for Late Bronze Age/Early Iron Age 
presence (MKE78756, MKE17810), Roman pits and post holes (MKE78757), and 
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Early Medieval pits (MKE78758) on the Sheldon Farm Estate. In addition, there have 
been spot finds of Prehistoric flints (MKE78755) and Prehistoric pottery (MKE18096).  
The NRHE also records that an Anglo-Saxon shield mount (465617) was found within 
the parcel.  

4.55.5 There have been a number of archaeological investigations within the parcel. Several 
excavations and evaluations have been carried out on the Shelford Farm Estate 
(EKE12014, EKE5891, EKE5731), which found evidence of Roman and Early 
Medieval activity. Geotechnical test pitting (EKE8211) was also carried out at the 
Shelford Farm Estate.  

4.55.6 Historic mapping shows relatively little change from large fields until the 1937-1939 
1:2500 OS mapping. This shows a sand pit at the edge of the parcel, and Shelford 
brick works towards the middle of the parcel just to the north of Broadoak crossing. 
A tramway connecting the brickworks and sandpit is present in mapping from 1937, 
although is now just a road. The brick works were later developed into industrial units, 
visible on current mapping and satellite imagery.  

4.55.7 Hedgerows along the southern part of Shalloak Road are shown on tithe mapping 
and may be considered historically important under the Hedgerow Regulations. 
These hedgerows are identified as ecologically unimportant hedgerows 2 and 3 in 
the Ecological Hedgerow Survey report (Volume 5, Document 5.4.9J,Appendix 
9.J) 

4.55.8 The archaeological potential of this parcel reflects previous findings within areas 
which have subsequently been quarried and are consequently of negligible 
potential. The value of any further potential archaeological deposits in areas which 
have not been disturbed is likely to be low to medium.  

4.55.9 Two trial pits were excavated in this parcel. The first, TP3, was excavated at NGR 
616775 160454 on 22/10/2015 but abandoned after 2m due to encountering 
asbestos sheeting. The area appeared to be made ground, possibly the site of a 
former landfill, a description is presented below. 

 Table 8A.4.7  TP3 deposit sequence 

Depth (m) Thickness (m) Description  

0.0-0.2 0.2 Made ground, concrete slabs, metal piping, plastic 
sheeting 

0.2-0.8 0.6 Same as above 

0.8-1.1 0.3 Bricks and concrete, pockets of soil 

1.1-2.0 0.9 Asbestos found 

 
4.55.10 Also within parcel 54, TP4, was excavated at NGR 616616 160663 on 21/10/2015 to 

a depth of 3.0m. The trial pit identified sandy loam and sandy clay loam topsoil 
overlaying an approximately 0.5m thick layer of sandy loam and gravel which may 
be north bank Stour terraces as identified by the Stour Palaeolithic Project. 
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 Table 8A.4.8  TP4 deposit sequence 

Depth (m) Thickness (m) Description  

0.0-0.3 0.3 Sandy Loam, Brown 

0.3-0.5 0.2 Sandy Clay Loam, Yellowish Brown 

0.5-1.0 0.5 Sandy Loam, 10% angular/sub rounded flint 

1.0-1.6 0.6 Sandy Clay, Brownish Yellow 

1.6-3.0 1.4 Sandy Clay, Brown 

 
4.55.11 A single borehole, BH01 was undertaken in this parcel in rough ground to the south 

of Broad Oak Lodge Farm at NGR 616782 160457 from 21 October 2015. The 
following description is taken from the borehole logs supplied by the site investigation 
contractor (Geotechnical Engineering Limited). While this borehole was outwith the 
area of the recorded landfill, it encountered significant depth of made ground, 
suggesting that historic landfill, presumably into worked-out sand and gravel pits, 
extends across substantial parts of this parcel. 

 Table 8A.4.9  BH01 deposit sequence 

Depth (m) Thickness (m) Description  

0.5-1.5 1.0 Gravelly clay with sandstone and metal fragments 

1.5-4.0 2.5 Gravelly clay with brick, chalk, concrete and wood 

4.0-5.4 1.4 Gravelly clay with flint, gravel and brick 

5.4-6.0 0.6 Grey-brown silty sand 

6.0-7.4 1.4 Brown silty sand  

7.4-9.4 2.0 Orangey brown sandy gravel 

9.4-10.4 1.0 Yellow-brown sand 

4.56 Parcel 55 

4.56.1 This parcel has been assessed as being of low archaeological potential. 
4.56.2 This small parcel is located within miscellaneous valley bottom paddocks and 

pastures (KCC 2001). The parcel is part of the Sturry Conservation Area.  
4.56.3 The parcel is within the Stour Palaeolithic Project character areas PCA5 and PCA18. 

PCA5 is the Wantsum Channel and Stour alluvium which has been assessed as 
moderate based on low potential for remains and high importance.  PCA18 is the 
north bank Stour terraces, which have been assessed as high based on high 
potential for remains and moderate importance.  
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4.56.4 There are no recorded heritage assets within the parcel, although the northern edge 
is bounded by the Ashford and Margate Railway (MKE56547).  

4.56.5 No archaeological investigations have been carried out within the parcel.  
4.56.6 Historic mapping shows relatively little change within the parcel with the exception of 

a subdivision of the field in the mid-20th century.  
4.56.7 The relative scarcity of other recorded heritage assets and previous investigations 

within the parcel or immediate vicinity means that it is difficult to make a clear 
estimation of the likely value of any remains which may be present. 

4.57 Parcel 56 

4.57.1 This parcel has been assessed as being of low archaeological potential. 
4.57.2 This small parcel is located within miscellaneous valley bottom paddocks and 

pastures (KCC 2001). The parcel is part of the Sturry conservation area.  
4.57.3 The parcel is within the Stour Palaeolithic Project character areas PCA5 and PCA18. 

PCA5 is the Wantsum Channel and Stour alluvium which has been assessed as 
moderate based on low potential for remains and high importance.  PCA18 is the 
north bank Stour terraces, which have been assessed as high based on high 
potential for remains and moderate importance.  

4.57.4 There are no recorded heritage assets within the parcel, although the southern edge 
is bounded by River Stour Navigation (MKE56547).  

4.57.5 No archaeological investigations have been carried out within the parcel.  
4.57.6 Historic mapping shows relatively little change within the parcel with the exception of 

a subdivision of the field in the mid-20th century.  
4.57.7 The relative scarcity of other recorded heritage assets and previous investigations 

within the parcel or immediate vicinity means that it is difficult to make a clear 
estimation of the likely value of any remains which may be present. 

4.58 Parcel 57 

4.58.1 This parcel has been assessed as being of negligible archaeological potential. 
4.58.2 This parcel is located within Industrial complexes and factories (KCC 2001). The 

eastern part of the parcel extends into the Sturry Conservation Area.  
4.58.3 The parcel is within the Stour Palaeolithic Project character areas PCA5 and PCA18. 

PCA5 is the Wantsum Channel and Stour alluvium which has been assessed as 
moderate based on low potential for remains and high importance.  PCA18 is the 
north bank Stour terraces, which have been assessed as high based on high 
potential for remains and moderate importance.  

4.58.4 There are a small number of recorded heritage assets within the parcel. Palaeolithic 
flints (MKE4522) were found within the parcel, and the crash site of a WWI Gotha 
bomber (MKE43640) lie to the western part. The NRHE also records the route of the 
River Stour Navigation (1341693).  

4.58.5 No archaeological field investigations have been carried out within the parcel, 
although a number of Scoping Surveys (EKE12765), desk based assessments 
(EKE12765, EKE12766) have been conducted within the parcel.  
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4.58.6 Historic mapping shows a large amount of change to the parcel since the mid-19th 
century, particularly in the middle section. On 1872-1894 1:2500 OS mapping, the 
parcel is shown as mainly large field. Much of the parcel was subject to quarrying in 
the early 20th century which was converted to the Vauxhall Lakes nature reserve in 
the 1930s. A substation replaces the lakes on mapping from the 1970s onwards. 
There is also an increasing number of buildings along the northern edge of the parcel 
through the 20th century.  

4.58.7 A single trial pit, TP2, was excavated at NGR 616467 159908 on 26/10/2015 to a 
depth of 3.2m. The trial pit was located in a field adjacent to the River Stour to the 
south of the Broadoak Crossing; it identified sandy silt loam topsoil overlaying layers 
of sandy clay loam to a depth of 2.2m. Below this is sandy quartz clay and gravels 
with clay/silt pockets possibly representing the north bank Stour river terrace deposits 
as identified by the Stour Palaeolithic Project. 

 Table 8A.4.10  TP2 deposit sequence 

Depth (m) Thickness (m) Description  

0.0-0.2 0.2 Sandy Silt Loam, Very Dark Grayish Brown 

0.2-0.4 0.2 Sandy Clay Loam, Brown 

0.4-0.6 0.2 Sandy Clay Loam, Gray 

0.6-1.6 1.0 Sandy Clay, Minimal Loam, Gray 

1.6-2.2 0.8 Sandy Clay Loam, Dark Gray 

2.2-2.4 0.2 Sandy Quartz Clay, Gray 

2.4-3.2 0.8 Gravel with clay/silt pockets, Gray 

3.1-3.2 0.1 River terrace deposits 

A single inspection pit, DCP01 IP, was undertaken at NGR 616087 159646, in rough 
ground immediately outside Canterbury substation. It identified made ground to a 
depth of 0.8m, suggesting significant disturbance of near-surface deposits or modern 
deposition onto older ground surfaces, and was excavated to a maximum depth of 
0.95m. 

 Table 8A.4.11  DCP01 IP deposit sequence 

Depth (m) Thickness (m) Description  

0.0-0.8 0.2 Grass over clay with coarse flint and ash 

0.8-0.95 0.2 Soft brown clay 
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4.59 Parcel 58 

4.59.1 This parcel has been assessed as being of low archaeological potential. 
4.59.2 This parcel is located within small regular fields with straight boundaries - 

parliamentary type enclosure (KCC 2001).  
4.59.3 The parcel is within the Stour Palaeolithic Project character area PCA18, north bank 

Stour terraces, which have been assessed as high based on high potential for 
remains and moderate importance.  

4.59.4 There are no recorded heritage assets within the parcel, although it is bordered to 
the south by the Ashford and Margate Railway (MKE56547) and to the north are the 
gravel pits of Barton Down (MKE16692).  

4.59.5 Archaeological field investigations in the form of geotechnical test pitting were carried 
out at Shelford Farm Estate in 2002 by Canterbury Archaeological Trust (EKE8211).  

4.59.6 Historic mapping shows some changes in the southern half of the parcel from the 
1930s onwards when two orchards appear between the 1938 and 1939. These 
orchards continue until the early 1970s when the western of the two orchards 
disappears, followed by the eastern orchard by the early 1980s. Modern mapping 
shows the area as just one large field.  

4.59.7 It is difficult to establish the significance of any archaeological deposits should they 
be present due to the relative scarcity of other recorded heritage assets and previous 
investigations. 

4.60 Parcel 59 

4.60.1 This parcel has been assessed as being of negligible archaeological potential. 
4.60.2 This parcel is located within rectilinear with wavy boundaries and has been attributed 

to possible late Medieval to 17th or 18th century enclosure (KCC 2001). 
4.60.3 The parcel is within the Stour Palaeolithic Project character area PCA18, north bank 

Stour terraces, which have been assessed as high based on high potential for 
remains and moderate importance.  

4.60.4 There are no recorded heritage assets within the parcel, although it is bordered to 
the south by the Ashford and Margate Railway (MKE56547).  

4.60.5 Archaeological field investigations in the form of geotechnical test pitting were carried 
out at Shelford Farm Estate in 2002 by Canterbury Archaeological Trust (EKE8211).  

4.60.6 Historic mapping depicts the land as mainly fields, with an extra field boundary in 
place by the 1938-1947 1:2500 OS mapping. The central and western portions of the 
parcel were turned over to quarrying not long after. By the 1960s photographs show 
this part of the quarry being landscaped with trees covering much of the area. 

4.61 Parcel 60 

4.61.1 This parcel has been assessed as being of negligible archaeological potential. 
4.61.2 This parcel is located within active and disused gravel and clay workings (KCC 2001). 
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4.61.3 The parcel is within the Stour Palaeolithic Project character area PCA18, north bank 
Stour terraces, which have been assessed as high based on high potential for 
remains and moderate importance.  

4.61.4 There are no recorded heritage assets within the parcel, although in a field 
immediately to the north Early Medieval artefacts were found (MKE5543).  

4.61.5 No archaeological field investigations have been carried out within the parcel.  
4.61.6 Historic mapping shows the appearance of a quarry in the western half of the parcel 

from the 1939-1951 1:2,500. Quarrying continued through the middle of the 20th 
century, with reinstatement, such as tree planting occurring in the 1970s and 1980s.  

4.62 Parcel 61 

4.62.1 This parcel has been assessed as being of negligible archaeological potential. 
4.62.2 This parcel is located within active and disused gravel and clay workings (KCC 2001). 
4.62.3 The parcel is within the Stour Palaeolithic Project character area PCA18, north bank 

Stour terraces, which have been assessed as high based on high potential for 
remains and moderate importance.  

4.62.4 There are no recorded heritage assets within the parcel.  
4.62.5 No archaeological field investigations have been carried out within the parcel.  
4.62.6 Historic mapping shows little change to the parcel in the 19th century. By the 1937-

39 1:2500 OS mapping, a quarry encroaches onto the southern part of the parcel, 
and a sand pit onto the northern part. The 1970-73 1:10000 OS mapping, and aerial 
photographs of the parcel shows the entire area as a quarry, which was later 
reinstated.  

4.63 Parcel 62 

4.63.1 This parcel has been assessed as being of high archaeological potential. 
4.63.2 This parcel is located within historic landscape type of post-1810 settlement (KCC 

2001). It comprises residential development in the east and a substation to the west. 
4.63.3 There are a number of recorded heritage assets within the parcel. These include the 

Grade II Listed Folly Farm, and a WWII fortification (MKE42886). In addition a late 
17th-century copper alloy token (MKE57288) was found.  

4.63.4 The parcel is within the Stour Palaeolithic Project character area PCA18, north bank 
Stour terraces, which have been assessed as high based on high potential for 
remains and moderate importance.  

4.63.5 No archaeological field investigations have been carried out within the parcel.  
4.63.6 Historic mapping shows little change to the eastern parcel until the middle part of the 

20th century. Prior to this Folly Farm, with associated buildings and gardens, and a 
sand pit are present in the northern part. The southern part of this parcel is depicted 
as an orchard from the 1939-1951 1:10560 OS mapping. By the early 1970s 
buildings start to appear to the south west of this parcel, and by the 1979 1:1250 OS 
mapping buildings cover the majority of the parcel with Folly Farm and a small 
amount of land remaining clear to the north.  
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4.63.7 The western parcel is marked as fields until the 1937-39 1:2500 OS mapping where 
small buildings appear next to the road at the eastern edge. By the early 1960s the 
number of buildings increased to cover more of the parcel and is labelled ‘works’. By 
the early 1970s a substation appears on OS mapping.  

4.63.8 The Grade II listed Folly Farm is of high significance. Surviving elements of military 
defensive features are likely to be of low significance.  

4.64 Parcel 63 

4.64.1 This parcel has been assessed as being of high archaeological potential. 
4.64.2 This parcel is located within historic landscape type of prairie fields (19th century 

fields with extensive boundary loss) (KCC 2001). 
4.64.3 The parcel is within the Stour Palaeolithic Project character area PCA17, the East 

Blean Stour terraces. The potential for Palaeolithic remains in this area has been 
assessed as high, based on moderate potential for survival and high importance. 

4.64.4 The majority of this parcel lies within the Rushbourne conservation area and the 
northern end is adjacent to the Grade II listed Little Rushbourne Farmhouse 
(1343679) 

4.64.5 Historic mapping shows little change to this parcel, which follows an existing farm 
track for most of its route, but shows repeated reconfiguration and alteration of the 
farmstead at Rushbourne Manor. 

4.64.6 The conservation area is a designated heritage asset of high significance. The 
significance of previously unrecorded heritage assets which may be present is 
unknown, although any such assets are likely to have been disturbed by the existing 
farm track. 
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5. RECOMMENDATIONS 

5.1.1 This assessment has identified the potential presence of archaeological remains 
along the route of the proposed 400kV overhead line. Where possible, an 
assessment of the potential nature, complexity and significance of these remains has 
been set out. In that this assessment is based on desk-based research and non-
intrusive surveys, conclusions are presented in terms of potential presence of assets 
and their significance, except where these can be independently verified (for example 
through the results of previous phases of fieldwork or through documented prior 
disturbance). 

5.1.2 The assessments of potential significance have been used to inform the discussion 
of potential effects on archaeological heritage assets arising from the construction of 
the proposed 400kV overhead line in the Environmental Statement (Volume 5, 
Document 5.2, Sections 8.7 and 8.9). The Environmental Statement has also set 
out, in principle, the need for appropriate mitigation of these effects (Volume 5, 
Document 5.2, Section 8.6 and 8.9). 

5.1.3 Mitigation would in this case be achieved through archaeological investigation. This 
would comprise three key elements. These would be: 

 Archaeological monitoring of intrusive works: 
 ̶ This technique is most appropriate where the extent of disturbance is 

restricted and/or where remains are anticipated to be of limited 
significance; 

 ̶ It would comprise an archaeologist being present during intrusive 
groundworks so that the presence or absence of archaeological remains 
could be confirmed, and any such remains be appropriately recorded. 

 ̶ This mitigation technique would be implemented where a potential for 
archaeological remains to be present has been identified but where 
disturbance would be limited and/or where archaeological remains are 
expected to be of low complexity or significance. 

 Strip, Map and Record: 
 ̶ This technique allows a greater degree of archaeological control and is 

more appropriate for more extensive disturbance as a result of 
development or more complex and significant archaeological remains; 

 ̶ It would comprise the topsoil stripping of working areas under 
archaeological supervision in advance of construction works commencing, 
followed by a period of initial identification and mapping of archaeological 
remains which could then be excavated in a controlled manner. 

 ̶ This technique would be used to investigate areas where more extensive 
disturbance is anticipated in areas where more significant and/or complex 
archaeological remains are anticipated, specifically around the area of 
areas of archaeological interest between pylons PC22 and PC28. 
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 Palaeoenvironmental and geoarchaeological investigation; which would 
comprise two key elements: 
 ̶ a combination of largely opportunistic sampling undertaken to support the 

recording and interpretation of archaeological remains identified in 
monitoring or strip and record mitigation, procedures for which will be set 
out in the WSIs for archaeological monitoring and strip, map and record 
mitigation; 

 ̶ A planned scheme of works based on augering aimed to investigate the 
Holocene alluvial deposits within the Order limits, specifically within the 
Sarre Penn valley and across the former Wantsum Channel between 
pylons PC21 and PC60 

5.1.4 Any investigative work should follow a project-specific research agenda which is 
explicitly linked to the various regional and thematic research agendas referenced at 
Annex 8.A.1. 

5.1.5 It is also recommended that specific protocols for action to be taken in the event that 
human remains or remains which may comprise Protected Military Remains under 
the terms of the 1986 Act should be produced. 

5.1.6 The scope and methods of the mitigation fieldwork and any supporting protocols 
should be set out within a detailed Written Scheme of Investigation (WSI) to be 
agreed with Kent County Council Historic Environment Team (Volume 5, Document 
5.4.3F Appendix 3F). 
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ANNEX 8A.1 
DOVER DISTRICT HERITAGE STRATEGY, GREATER THAMES RESEARCH AGENDA AND 
SOUTH EAST RESEARCH FRAMEWORK DRAFT RESEARCH AGENDA  

Archaeological 
Interest 

Greater Thames Research 
Framework 

South-East Research Framework Dover District Heritage Strategy 

Deposits of 
palaeoenvironmental 
or geoarchaeological 
interest. 

1A.SO1 – Developing further the 
framework for, and our 
understanding of, environmental 
and climatic change during the 
Pleistocene. 
1A. SO2 - Developing knowledge of 
the evolution of the Thames and 
Medway drainage systems in the 
Pleistocene, initially at a local and 
regional level, then placing their 
development within a national and 
international context. 
1A.SO3 - Developing appreciation 
of human interaction with this 
environment through identifying key 
areas where primary context sites 
might be preserved and where 
evidence relating to current 
research objectives might be 
located. 
1B.SO2 - To carry out field 
investigation of sites which previous 
studies have identified as having 
high potential (for example, Fenn 
Creek, Essex). 
1C.SO1 - Characterising key 
stratigraphic units and establishing 

Draft research agenda 2013 – 7 
- Improved mapping, longitudinal 

correlation and dating of terrace 
systems within major river valley 
and tributary systems (Lower 
Thames, Stour, Medway, Arun, 
Rother eastern Solent Basin, 
Wealden rivers) 

Theme 1 – Coastal Processes and 
Landscapes: 
- Evidential value of deposits and 

features within the former 
Wantsum Channel 

- Landscape of the former 
Wantsum channel is illustrative 
of process of inning and 
influence of monastic land 
management from Canterbury 

- Associative links with Roman 
and Early Medieval 
invasions/migration 

- Former Wantsum channel has 
potential communal value which 
is presently poorly realised 
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Archaeological 
Interest 

Greater Thames Research 
Framework 

South-East Research Framework Dover District Heritage Strategy 

the vertical sequence of buried land-
surfaces and other deposits 
throughout the estuary. 
1C.SO2 - Developing understanding 
of coastline and sea-level change in 
the estuary through time. 
1C.SO3 - Developing models for 
environmental change related to the 
evolution of the estuary’s geometry. 
1C.SO4 - Developing appreciation 
of human interaction with this 
environment, particularly with regard 
to the exploitation and management 
of woodland and marshes. 
1C.AR1 - Development of 
palaeogeographic maps illustrating 
the physical evolution of the 
coastline in relation to sea-level 
change. 
1C.AR5 - Detailed investigation of 
selected areas by means of 
palynological, soil micro-
morphological, molluscan and plant 
macrofossil analyses. 

First and Second 
World War military 
features 

6A.SO1 - Examining the impact of 
changes in military technology and 
tactical and strategic approaches on 
individual defence sites and defence 
systems. 
6A.SO2 - Developing understanding 
of the evolution of the estuary’s 

Research signposts from 
conference: 
- Possible extension of the KCC 

Defence of Kent ‘research, 
search and record’ Project to the 
whole of the region, to establish 
the pattern of the whole 
militarised landscape  

Theme 3.6 – The Great War: 
- Associative values of assets 
 
Theme 3.7 – Second World War 
Defences: 
- Understanding military and civil 

defence of Kent 
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Archaeological 
Interest 

Greater Thames Research 
Framework 

South-East Research Framework Dover District Heritage Strategy 

defences in relation to political 
change. 
6A.SO3 - Developing interpretations 
of these defences integrated with 
wider patterns of settlement, 
commerce and landscape. 

- Understand more fully provision 
for Operation Overlord and 
British Fortitude deception plan 

- Determining scope of post-
Second World War anti-aircraft 
gun defence and survival of 
sites (especially new ones) 

- Association with invasion scare. 
Battle of Britain  

Features associated 
with the Saxon Shore 
Fort and 
Amphitheatre at 
Richborough. 

 Draft research agenda for Anglo-
Saxon period 2013: 
- Harness the potential of the 

historic landscape to inform an 
understanding of the Romano-
British/Anglo-Saxon transition. 
SERF Research Agenda 
conference discussion points for 
the Roman period: Defence: 
‘Saxon Shore’ fort purpose? 

 Theme 3.1 – The Roman Gateway: 
- Evidence for social activity and 

military/governmental 
organisation at Richborough 
Fort 

- Evidence for Iron Age-Roman 
and Roman – Early Medieval 
transitions 

- Evidence for Roman navigation 
practices 

- Richborough Fort illustrative of 
Roman governmental/military 
architecture/activity 

- Associative links with past 
landscape 

 
 

Features associated 
with post-medieval 
agricultural 
settlement and 
activity. 

4A.SO9 - Analysing the pattern of 
settlements of all types through time 
as evidence of the social, economic 
and political evolution of the study 
area. 

SERF Research Agenda conference 
discussion points for the Post-
medieval and Modern period and 
Industrial theme: 
 
Rural landscape and settlement: 

Theme 8 – Settlement: 
- Understanding changing 

settlement patterns  
- Understanding past settlements 
- Theme 9 – agriculture and 

Farmsteads 
- Understanding historic farming 
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Archaeological 
Interest 

Greater Thames Research 
Framework 

South-East Research Framework Dover District Heritage Strategy 

- An understanding of the 
multifaceted landscape  

- The ecology of hedgerows and 
woods (i.e. to shed light on the 
original planting schemes)  

- The chronology and typology of 
farm buildings and other lesser 
noticed post-medieval 
agricultural features, such as 
dew ponds and sheepfolds  

- The impact of houses of the 
royalty/gentry had on the local 
landscape, economy and social 
structure  

- The impact the Dissolution had 
on the region’s landscape and 
society  

- The development of the village 
in the post-medieval period  

- Social aspects of rural housing 
and material culture, especially 
for the poor from the 16th to mid-
20th centuries. More isolated 
rural sites need to be excavated  

- Temporary accommodation/ 
shanty towns of the poor, from 
squatters and iron workers to 
navvies. 

 
Agriculture:  
- To what extent did farms 

change/specialise over time? 

- Understanding the origins of the 
agricultural landscape 

- Associations with existing 
farmsteads 

- Association with agricultural 
traditions of Kent 

- Contribution to local 
distinctiveness 

- Aesthetic congruity 
- Contribution to rural economy 
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Archaeological 
Interest 

Greater Thames Research 
Framework 

South-East Research Framework Dover District Heritage Strategy 

How does this vary with the 
underlying geology?  

- Environmental evidence has an 
important role in the study of 
improved animal husbandry and 
the introduction of new plants.  

- More hop-pickers huts to be 
studied archaeologically.  

- Excavation of early oast and 
malt houses  

- Archaeological study of different 
mill types  

Features associated 
with Roman 
occupation of the 
mainland. 

4A.SO4 - Examining the impact of 
the Roman Conquest on settlement 
patterns and the social, economic 
and political articulations of the 
landscape. 
4A.SO8 - Examining the role of the 
town from the Roman period 
onwards. 

SERF Research Agenda conference 
discussion points for the Roman 
period: 
- Clarification of the 

characteristics of the lesser 
nucleated settlements, and 
hence of their role in relationship 
to surrounding rural settlements 

- The relationship of villa and non-
villa settlements to each other 
and to the landscape, in a 
number of ways:  
- The physical layout of the 

landscape  
- Does absence of villas relate 

to soil type? Are there genuine 
empty spaces?  

- Land tenure  
- Other social characteristics  

Theme 3.1 – The Roman Gateway: 
- Evidence for Iron Age-Roman 

and Roman – Early Medieval 
transitions 

- Evidence for Roman navigation 
practices 

- Associative links with past 
landscape 

- Theme 8 – Settlement 
- Understanding changing 

settlement patterns  
- Understanding past settlements 
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Archaeological 
Interest 

Greater Thames Research 
Framework 

South-East Research Framework Dover District Heritage Strategy 

- What is the relationship 
between society and 
environment?  

 
SERF Research Agenda conference 
discussion points for the  Urban 
Theme: 
- What were the origins of the 

major urban centres and how 
did they evolve?  

- What were the origins of the 
minor urban centres and how 
did they evolve?  

- How did towns act as a melting-
pot for Roman and indigenous 
social and economic interaction?  

- How did towns relate to their 
hinterland? Do towns have a 
separate, distinctive role?  

- How, when and why did towns 
cease to function? 

Features associated 
with prehistoric 
occupation of the 
area within the site 
boundary.  

1A.SO3 – Developing appreciation 
of human interaction with this 
environment through identifying key 
areas where primary context sites 
might be preserved and where 
evidence relating to current 
research objectives might be 
located. 
4A.SO1 - Analysing the adaptation 
and evolution of settlement patterns 
in response to coastal change. 

Discussion notes from the South-
East Research Framework Public 
Seminar on the Neolithic to early 
Bronze Age (08/12/07): 
 
SERF Research Agenda conference 
discussion points for the Upper 
Palaeolithic/Mesolithic: 
- Colonisation and occupation 

issues: To what degree is the 
region a crossroads or a 

Theme 8 – Settlement: 
- Understanding changing 

settlement patterns  
- Understanding past settlements 
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Archaeological 
Interest 

Greater Thames Research 
Framework 

South-East Research Framework Dover District Heritage Strategy 

4A.SO9 - Analysing the pattern of 
settlements of all types through time 
as evidence of the social, economic 
and political evolution of the study 
area. 

backwater in terms of UP and 
early Mesolithic occupation 
patterns. 

 
SERF Research Agenda conference 
discussion points for the Middle 
Bronze Age/Iron Age: 
- The evolution of settlement: 

despite (or because of) the rapid 
accumulation of new evidence, 
there are major problems such 
as the long-term history of the 
land divisions laid out in the 
MBA/LBA; the problem of MIA 
settlements; the hiatus between 
earlier sites and those of the 
LIA. 

- The transition to the Late Iron 
Age: how are we to understand 
the important changes from MIA 
to LIA, including the emergence 
of a southern kingdom centred 
on west Sussex? What was the 
role of Kent and Surrey with 
regard to the emerging political 
structure of South-East 
England? 

Features associated 
with early-medieval 
settlement. 

4A.SO1 - Examining the impact of 
the church on the historic landscape 
in medieval times. 
4A.SO5 - Examining the chronology 
of the Anglo-Saxon migrations into 

Draft research agenda for Anglo-
Saxon period 2013: 
- Address a lack of knowledge on 

the process of village formation. 
More information is needed on 

Theme 3.2 – Arrival of the Saxons: 
- Understanding transition from 

Roman Britain to Saxon England 
- Understanding the context and 

form of rural settlement 
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Archaeological 
Interest 

Greater Thames Research 
Framework 

South-East Research Framework Dover District Heritage Strategy 

the areas surrounding the Thames 
Estuary and the impact on existing 
settlement and material culture. 
4A.SO6 - Examining the 
development in the Anglo-Saxon 
period of new organisational and 
administrative frameworks based on 
secular and ecclesiastical estates 
and “territories”. 
4A.SO9 - Analysing the pattern of 
settlements of all types through time 
as evidence of the social, economic 
and political evolution of the study 
area. 
 

the chronology and process of 
village formation across the 
region backed up by detailed 
studies of individual settlement 
biographies. The possibility of 
Early Medieval occupation 
surviving within the footprint of 
modern rural settlements is high. 
Strict archaeological conditions 
should be placed on infill 
development within village cores 
to recover vital evidence for their 
origins and incipient phases.  

- Broaden an understanding of 
settlement hierarchy and 
patterns of dependency between 
settlements. Single site 
investigations need to be 
counterbalanced by wider parish 
and multi-parish surveys, 
preferably taking in contrasting 
zones of dispersed and 
nucleated settlement, along the 
lines of the Whittlewood Project 
(Jones and Page 2006). 

- Burial remains illustrative of 
changing culture 

- Associative links with 
Augustinian mission 

- Theme 8 – Settlement 
- Understanding changing 

settlement patterns  
- understanding past settlements 
 

Features associated 
with Early Medieval 
and Medieval 
exploitation and 
reclamation of the 
saltmarsh. 

1C.SO4 - Developing appreciation 
of human interaction with this 
environment, particularly with regard 
to the exploitation and management 
of woodland and marshes. 

 Theme 9 – agriculture and 
Farmsteads: 
- Understanding historic farming 
- Understanding the origins of the 

agricultural landscape 
- Associations with existing 

farmsteads 
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Archaeological 
Interest 

Greater Thames Research 
Framework 

South-East Research Framework Dover District Heritage Strategy 

- Association with agricultural 
traditions of Kent 

- Contribution to local 
distinctiveness 

Undated features 
evidenced by 
cropmarks. 

4A.SO9 - Analysing the pattern of 
settlements of all types through time 
as evidence of the social, economic 
and political evolution of the study 
area. 

 Theme 8 – Settlement: 
- Understanding changing 

settlement patterns  
- Understanding past settlements 
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ANNEX 8A.2 
SOUTH EAST RESEARCH FRAMEWORK DOCUMENTS 
CONSULTED 

General Documents 

Project Design produced by East Sussex County Council, Kent County Council, 
Surrey County Council and West Sussex County Council, March 2007: 

An Historic Environment Research Framework for East Sussex, Kent, Surrey and West 
Sussex: 

 https://shareweb.kent.gov.uk/Documents/leisure-and-culture/heritage/serf-
project-design.pdf  

The South East Research Framework Seminar 2007 

General Information  

List of Chairpersons for SERF Seminars: 

 https://shareweb.kent.gov.uk/Documents/leisure-and-culture/heritage/serf-
seminar-agendas/list-of-chairpersons-for-seminars.pdf  

Agendas 

Anglo-Saxon and Medieval: 

 https://shareweb.kent.gov.uk/Documents/leisure-and-culture/heritage/serf-
seminar-agendas/agenda-for-anglo-saxon-and-medieval.pdf 

Environment and Environmental Archaeology: 

 https://shareweb.kent.gov.uk/Documents/leisure-and-culture/heritage/serf-
seminar-agendas/agenda-for-environment-and-environmental-archaeology.pdf 

Historic Rural and Urban Landscapes: 

 https://shareweb.kent.gov.uk/Documents/leisure-and-culture/heritage/serf-
seminar-agendas/agenda-for-historic-rural-and-urban-landscapes.pdf 

Maritime and Defence themes: 

 https://shareweb.kent.gov.uk/Documents/leisure-and-culture/heritage/serf-
seminar-agendas/agenda-for-maritime-and-defence-themes.pdf 

Middle Bronze Age to Iron Age: 

 https://shareweb.kent.gov.uk/Documents/leisure-and-culture/heritage/serf-
seminar-agendas/agenda-for-middle-bronze-age-to-iron-age.pdf 

Neolithic and Early Bronze Age:  
https://shareweb.kent.gov.uk/Documents/leisure-and-culture/heritage/serf-seminar-
agendas/agenda-for-neolithic-and-early-bronze-age.pdf 
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Palaeolithic and Mesolithic: 

 https://shareweb.kent.gov.uk/Documents/leisure-and-culture/heritage/serf-
seminar-agendas/agenda-for-palaeolithic-and-mesolithic.pdf 

Post-medieval and Modern: 

 https://shareweb.kent.gov.uk/Documents/leisure-and-culture/heritage/serf-
seminar-agendas/agenda-for-post-medieval-and-modern.pdf 

Roman: 

 https://shareweb.kent.gov.uk/Documents/leisure-and-culture/heritage/serf-
seminar-agendas/agenda-for-roman.pdf  

Notes on the South-East Research Framework Public Seminar 

Defence:  

 https://shareweb.kent.gov.uk/Documents/leisure-and-culture/heritage/serf-
seminar-notes/defence.pdf 

The Environment theme:  

 https://shareweb.kent.gov.uk/Documents/leisure-and-culture/heritage/serf-
seminar-notes/environment.pdf 

Historic Landscapes: 

  https://shareweb.kent.gov.uk/Documents/leisure-and-culture/heritage/serf-
seminar-notes/historic-landscapes.pdf 

The Lower and Middle Palaeolithic:  
̶ https://shareweb.kent.gov.uk/Documents/leisure-and-

culture/heritage/serf-seminar-notes/lower-and-middle-paleolithic.pdf 
The Maritime theme:  

 https://shareweb.kent.gov.uk/Documents/leisure-and-culture/heritage/serf-
seminar-notes/maritime.pdf 

The middle Bronze Age and Iron Age:  

 https://shareweb.kent.gov.uk/Documents/leisure-and-culture/heritage/serf-
seminar-notes/middle-bronze-age-to-iron-age.pdf 

The Neolithic to early Bronze Age:  

 https://shareweb.kent.gov.uk/Documents/leisure-and-culture/heritage/serf-
seminar-notes/neolithic-and-early-bronze-age.pdf 

The Post-medieval and Modern periods, and Industry:  

 https://shareweb.kent.gov.uk/Documents/leisure-and-culture/heritage/serf-
seminar-notes/post-medieval-and-modern.pdf 

The Anglo-Saxon period:  

 https://shareweb.kent.gov.uk/Documents/leisure-and-culture/heritage/serf-
seminar-notes/the-anglo-saxon-period.pdf 
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The medieval period:  

 https://shareweb.kent.gov.uk/Documents/leisure-and-culture/heritage/serf-
seminar-notes/the-medieval-period.pdf 

The Roman period:  

 https://shareweb.kent.gov.uk/Documents/leisure-and-culture/heritage/serf-
seminar-notes/the-roman-period.pdf 

The Upper Palaeolithic and Mesolithic periods:  

 https://shareweb.kent.gov.uk/Documents/leisure-and-culture/heritage/serf-
seminar-notes/upper-paleolithic-and-mesolithic.pdf 

The Urban Theme:  

 https://shareweb.kent.gov.uk/Documents/leisure-and-culture/heritage/serf-
seminar-notes/urban-landscapes.pdf 

Serf Seminar Papers on the Neolithic and Early Bronze Age 

Ceramics of the south-east: new directions - Alistair Barclay:  

 https://shareweb.kent.gov.uk/Documents/leisure-and-culture/heritage/serf-
seminar-papers-neolithic-and-early-bronze-age/alistair-barclay.pdf 

White Horse Stone and the earliest Neolithic in the South East - Chris Hayden:  

 https://shareweb.kent.gov.uk/Documents/leisure-and-culture/heritage/serf-
seminar-papers-neolithic-and-early-bronze-age/chris-hayden.pdf 

Neolithic Geography and La Manche - David Field:  

 https://shareweb.kent.gov.uk/Documents/leisure-and-culture/heritage/serf-
seminar-papers-neolithic-and-early-bronze-age/david-field.pdf 

Causewayed enclosures and the Early Neolithic: the chronology and character of monument 
building and settlement in Kent, Surrey and Sussex in the early to mid-4th millennium cal BC 
- Frances Healy:  

 https://shareweb.kent.gov.uk/Documents/leisure-and-culture/heritage/serf-
seminar-papers-neolithic-and-early-bronze-age/frances-healy.pdf 

Lithics - Julie Gardiner and adapted from seminar notes by Jake Weekes:  

 https://shareweb.kent.gov.uk/Documents/leisure-and-culture/heritage/serf-
seminar-papers-neolithic-and-early-bronze-age/julie-gardiner.pdf 

Ringlemere - Keith Parfitt:  

 https://shareweb.kent.gov.uk/Documents/leisure-and-culture/heritage/serf-
seminar-papers-neolithic-and-early-bronze-age/keith-parfitt.pdf 

Metal in the Late Neolithic and Early Bronze Age - Martyn Barber:  

 https://shareweb.kent.gov.uk/Documents/leisure-and-culture/heritage/serf-
seminar-papers-neolithic-and-early-bronze-age/martyn-barber.pdf 
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Neolithic and Early Bronze Age lithics in South East England: some preliminary notes - Matt 
Leivers:  

 https://shareweb.kent.gov.uk/Documents/leisure-and-culture/heritage/serf-
seminar-papers-neolithic-and-early-bronze-age/matt-leivers.pdf 

Environment and landscape during the Neolithic and Early Bronze Age - Michael J. Allen:  

 https://shareweb.kent.gov.uk/Documents/leisure-and-culture/heritage/serf-
seminar-papers-neolithic-and-early-bronze-age/mike-allen.pdf 

Landscapes, monuments and social practices in the late 4th and 3rd millennia BC: a survey - 
Paul Garwood:  

 https://shareweb.kent.gov.uk/Documents/leisure-and-culture/heritage/serf-
seminar-papers-neolithic-and-early-bronze-age/paul-garwood.pdf 

Late Neolithic and Bronze Age connections with Europe - Stuart Needham:  

 https://shareweb.kent.gov.uk/Documents/leisure-and-culture/heritage/serf-
seminar-papers-neolithic-and-early-bronze-age/stuart-needham.pdf  

SERF Research Agenda Conference 2008 

Promotional Posters 

The South East Research Framework Research Agenda Conference – Saturday April 26 2008:   

 https://shareweb.kent.gov.uk/Documents/leisure-and-culture/heritage/serf-
research-agenda-conference/serf-agenda-poster.pdf 

Programme and Notes 

SERF Research Agenda Conference Programme:  

 https://shareweb.kent.gov.uk/Documents/leisure-and-culture/heritage/serf-
research-agenda-conference/serf-research-agenda-conference-programme.pdf 

Notes from the South-East Research Framework Research Agenda Conference:  

 https://shareweb.kent.gov.uk/Documents/leisure-and-culture/heritage/serf-
research-agenda-conference/serf-conference-notes-summary.pdf  

SERF Research Agenda conference discussion points 

For the Anglo-Saxon Period:  

 https://shareweb.kent.gov.uk/Documents/leisure-and-culture/heritage/serf-
research-agenda-conference/serf-conference-topic-anglo-saxon.pdf 

For the Defence Theme:  

 https://shareweb.kent.gov.uk/Documents/leisure-and-culture/heritage/serf-
research-agenda-conference/serf-conference-topic-defence.pdf 

For the Historic Landscapes Theme:  

 https://shareweb.kent.gov.uk/Documents/leisure-and-culture/heritage/serf-
research-agenda-conference/serf-conference-topic-historic-landscapes.pdf 
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For the Lower/Middle Palaeolithic:  

 https://shareweb.kent.gov.uk/Documents/leisure-and-culture/heritage/serf-
research-agenda-conference/serf-conference-topic-lower-paleolicthic.pdf 

For the Maritime Theme:  

 https://shareweb.kent.gov.uk/Documents/leisure-and-culture/heritage/serf-
research-agenda-conference/serf-conference-topic-maritime.pdf 

For the Medieval Period: 

 https://shareweb.kent.gov.uk/Documents/leisure-and-culture/heritage/serf-
research-agenda-conference/serf-conference-topic-medieval.pdf 

For the Middle Bronze Age/Iron Age:  

 https://shareweb.kent.gov.uk/Documents/leisure-and-culture/heritage/serf-
research-agenda-conference/serf-conference-topic-middle-bronze-age.pdf 

For the Post-Medieval and Modern Period and Industrial Theme – From an agenda proposed 
by Luke Barber:  

 https://shareweb.kent.gov.uk/Documents/leisure-and-culture/heritage/serf-
research-agenda-conference/serf-conference-topic-post-medieval-and-
modern.pdf 

For the Roman Period:  

 https://shareweb.kent.gov.uk/Documents/leisure-and-culture/heritage/serf-
research-agenda-conference/serf-conference-topic-roman.pdf 

For the Upper Palaeolithic/Mesolithic:  

 https://shareweb.kent.gov.uk/Documents/leisure-and-culture/heritage/serf-
research-agenda-conference/serf-conference-topic-upper-paleolithic-and-
mesolithic.pdf 

For the Urban Theme:  

 https://shareweb.kent.gov.uk/Documents/leisure-and-culture/heritage/serf-
research-agenda-conference/serf-conference-topic-urban.pdf 

South East Research Framework Consultation Drafts 

Resource Assessment and Research Agenda for Defence since the application of gunpowder: 
1380-2000 - Victor Smith, 2012:  

 https://shareweb.kent.gov.uk/Documents/leisure-and-
culture/heritage/SERF%20Defence.pdf 

Resource Assessment and Research Agenda for the Medieval Period - Jake Weekes, 2012:  

 https://shareweb.kent.gov.uk/Documents/leisure-and-
culture/heritage/SERF%20Medieval.pdf 

Resource Assessment and Research Agenda for Urban Landscapes - John H Williams, 2012:  

 https://shareweb.kent.gov.uk/Documents/leisure-and-
culture/heritage/SERF%20Urban.pdf 
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Resource Assessment and Research Agenda for the Anglo-Saxon period - Gabor Thomas, 
2013:  

 https://shareweb.kent.gov.uk/Documents/leisure-and-
culture/heritage/SERF%20Anglo-Saxon.pdf 

Resource Assessment and Research Agenda for Post-medieval/Modern and Industrial periods 
- Luke Barber, 2013:  

 https://shareweb.kent.gov.uk/Documents/leisure-and-
culture/heritage/SERF%20Post-
medieval%20to%20Modern%20and%20Industrial.pdf 
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ANNEX 8A.3 
FIGURES 

Figure 1a-1h Designated Heritage Assets 
Figure 2a-2g Non-designated Heritage Assets 
Figure 3 LidAR Data (DTM) 
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Figure 1e
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Figure 1d
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Figure 1f
Designated Heritage Assets
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Figure 1g
Designated Heritage Assets
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Figure 1h
Designated Heritage Assets
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Non-Designated Heritage Assets
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Non-Designated Heritage Assets
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Figure 3f
LiDAR Data (DTM)
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Figure 3g
LiDAR Data (DTM)
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